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I. Introduction

a. The Issue Presented

Hamed Claim H-142 concerns a 0.536 acre parcel near the Tutu Park Mall.1 In granting

partial summary judgment on January 14, 2020, the Master noted three central points, at 2-3: 

1. Hamed filed a written claim in 2016—that the parcel “belongs” to the Partnership:
Hamed, in his accounting claims filed on October 17, 2016 (hereinafter “Hamed’s 
Accounting Claims”), included Hamed’s claim that the Half Acre in Estate Tutu 
belongs to the Partnership[2] and was incorrectly titled…. 

2. But Yusuf made a contrary claim in his 2016 claims filing—that he got ownership in 2011:
Yusuf had agreed to resolve this misappropriation but not any others that Yusuf 
might later discover, by the [2011] conveyance of Hamed's interest in two parcels, 
one in Jordan . . .and one half acre parcel in St, Thomas, previously titled in the 
name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc.[3] 

3..The parcel did become a partnership asset in 2008—and the  Partnership, not 
Yusuf’s-United, was in title in 2008, pursuant to the ‘deed in lieu.’ 

Thus, in what remains of H-142 the Master is called on to decide between these two 

specific, competing claims to this half-acre parcel,  pursuant to Judge Brady’s order that he 

1 Parcel 2-4 Rem., Estate Charlotte Amalie, No. 3 New Quarter, St. Thomas, USVI. 

2 As set forth in his claim, Hamed seeks judgment that the parcel “belongs to the Partnership,” 
he does not seek a credit of $500,000 to his Partnership Account. That was solely the appraised 
value of the raw land. If Hamed prevails, ownership will be in the Partnership, 50/50—if 
Yusuf prevails he will own 100%. As Hamed has consistently warned, this is a critical 
“access” parcel. If he wrests it from the Partnership, a large, jointly-funded grocery store site 
and extensively-planned development will effectively be controlled by Yusuf—because the 
Senate rejected the project and only reversed itself when this parcel was added for the requisite 
secondary access. If ownership is 50/50, the project will have to be dealt with jointly, with 
neither Partner having the completely unintended, overwhelming advantage when the parcels 
are inevitably auctioned. Despite its size, 100% ownership of this parcel holds hostage access 
to the 9.3 acres, and thus, the project of a separate, 50/50-owned corporation, Plessen. 

3 Also set forth in that same Yusuf claim, was the additional statement that: 
Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed 
misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would have to arrange 
for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 acre parcel 
located on St. Thomas also titled in the name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc. Hamed, 
through his son, Waleed, refused to convey this third parcel. (Emphasis added.) 
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“direct and oversee the winding up of the Hamed-Yusuf Partnership.” As the Court also noted, 

these are RUPA, 26 V.I.C §77 claims within a RUPA winding-up. Hamed has never been in 

title. This is solely a claim by Yusuf against what was indisputably partnership property in 2008. 

Yusuf further explained his claim in his December 20th (“Prior”) Opposition at 3: 

As partial performance of this agreement, Hamed relinquished his interests to the 
property in Jordan on July 18, 2011. As to the Tutu Half-Acre, because the record 
title to it was already in the name of United, an entity solely owed by Yusuf and 
his family, no further documentation was needed to “transfer” or document 
Hamed’s relinquishment of his partnership interests in the Tutu Half-Acre per the 
partners’ agreement. Hence, during the 2011 to the time of Dissolution Period 
and, in particular, at the time of the dissolution, the Tutu Half-Acre was not a 
partnership asset. . . .(Emphasis added.) 

Yusuf’s claim that the Master cannot hear this issue is based on his view that the parcel was 

“convey[ed]” to him during 2011. He relies on an assertion that it was “transferred” 

and/or “relinquished” to him in 2011 pursuant to an oral contract for two parcels arising out of 

a face-to-face verbal settlement negotiation with Mohammad. Thus, he argues that as a 

threshold matter, this wasn't Partnership property by 2011--and out of the Master’s purview. 

But there was no transfer in 2011. 

b. The Threshold Problem—Before Even Reaching the Alleged Oral Contract—
Yusuf Admits There was no Actual “Transfer” by the Partnership in 2011

Thus, before getting to the whole issue of whether Mohammad Hamed orally agreed to 

a ‘two parcel’ contract in 2011, there is a major threshold problem—Yusuf’s entire position 

that the parcel was “not a partnership asset after 2011” relies on the predicate ‘fact’ that a 

2011 transfer actually occurred. He states this repeatedly. But, oddly, he can’t say how, 

when or where this purported transfer actually took place. That is because in the past, before 

he shifted to his new version of the facts in this issue, Yusuf admitted that the transfer didn’t 

happen. 

In Yusuf’s own sworn testimony before his deposition and claims filing here, he admitted 

that contemporaneously, in 2011, Hamed refused to go through with the actual, physical 
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transfer of the parcel from the Partnership to Yusuf. Hamed would not sign any documents to 

transfer the parcel from the Partnership to Yusuf. (The only written document was drafted by 

Yusuf’s own lawyers, and is for the one Jordanian parcel only—no reference to Tutu.) There 

is absolutely no question that Yusuf has sworn that in 2011, after the transfer of the 

Jordanian parcel, Hamed contemporaneously and unequivocally refused to cause the 

Partnership to transfer the Tutu parcel.  

When Responding Party [Yusuf] asked Waleed Hamed to proceed with the 
transfer of the Tutu Park property, it is at this point, several months later [in 2011] 
that Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed and Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to 
transfer not only the second property [Tutu], but also the third property requested 
as a set-off for the unauthorized transactions. (Emphasis added. 

Exhibit 2, Fathi Yusuf's Answers to Interrogatories, Hamed v. Yusuf, SX-12-CIV-377 at 9. It is 

hard to walk away from that. Moreover, Mohammad and Wally both testified to the same facts. 

The 2011 writing is also clear: It states “one parcel in Jordan.” No mention of Tutu at all. 

Equally damning under RUPA, which is based on what the partners intended, is that the 

very best evidence of what Hamed, as one partner “really” intended with regard to the alleged 

transfer of a partnership asset is: (1) what he said at the time, and (2) what he did at the time. 

There is no dispute; Fathi states Mohammed expressly and repeatedly said “no” to transfer.  

The sad truth is that partnerships break up badly, and just before the end there can be 

a lot of this sort of maneuvering. There are many RUPA cases like this—in which one partner 

alleges the other partner “orally” agreed to cause the partnership to transfer a partnership asset 

in a pre-dissolution settlement discussion—at a “settling of their rights” just prior to what turns 

out to be a breakup the partner is secretly planning. When this sort of claim involves partnership 

property which was purchased with partnership assets, RUPA §204(c) applies. See, Reed v. 

Thurman, No. E2014-00769, 2015 Tenn.App.LEXIS 111, at *29 (Ct.App. Mar. 10, 2015): 

Moreover, although Randell argues that the January 2010 settlement agreement 
settled all property rights between him and Leisa, we find no error in the trial court's 
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conclusion that it did not. Leisa testified that the parties had discussed settling 
their rights with respect to the farm equipment, and despite representations 
from Randell that he would pay her for her share, she testified that he never did. A 
review of the settlement agreement confirms that it does not address the parties' 
rights concerning farm equipment, and we accordingly find that the trial court did 
not err in awarding Leisa compensation for identified partnership assets. 
Specifically, we affirm the trial court's determination that Leisa had an interest in 
the "Hay Rings," "Gates," "Post Hole Digger/Auger," "Sprayer," "Cattle Chute," "2-
Three Ton Feeders," "6-Ton Feeder," and "4-Three Ton Feeders." The trial court 
awarded Leisa an interest in these assets upon determining that they were 
purchased out of the L&R Farm bank account during the period of the 
implied partnership. We agree with this conclusion of the trial court. As already 
noted, property is presumed to be partnership property if purchased with 
partnership assets. Tenn. Code Ann. § 61-1-204(c) (2013). (Emphasis added.) 

What happened in Reed is very similar to what happened here. The partnership was held 

to exist—implied under RUPA from a long, complex relationship. The disputed property was 

purchased with partnership funds well before the breakup. As the end neared, one partner 

initiated oral discussions to “settl[e] their rights with respect to” that property. Although there 

was a writing as to some property, it did not mention the specific property at issue. That partner 

said a transfer had been agreed to orally and completed, the other disputed the agreement and 

transfer. This was classic “he said, she said.” Because it was purchased with partnership 

assets, RUPA §204(c) was applied. Based on that presumption, the “court awarded [the 

Partnership and the contesting partner] an interest in these assets upon determining that they 

were purchased out of the L&R Farm bank account....” Similarly. Yusuf's claim is pure RUPA.

        Thus, the Master has jurisdiction to hear this claim pursuant to RUPA and is presented with  

three alternatives: 

1. As a matter of law, in the absence of a writing, the Master should not reach evidence
purporting to show such a second, oral “two parcel” contract (a) discussed only in attempted
settlement re-negotiations, (b) with another person, and (c) that contradicts the sole
contemporaneous writing—for 7 reasons “at law” (1) Rule 408, (2) the parol evidence rule,
(3) Judicial estoppel/admission, (4) lack of meeting of the minds, (5) anticipatory
breach/repudiation, (6) failure of consideration, and (7) RUPA.

2. Presumption under RUPA §204(c). But if the Master does get beyond those seven legal
issues, and reaches a consideration of the evidence on the merits, he will crash into the
impenetrable ambiguities presented by “he said-he said” and “multiple, draining, conflicting
Fathi explanations.” When that occurs, Hamed enjoys a strong statutory presumption of the
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Partnership’s ownership,4 and Yusuf loses on the issue of ‘burden’ under RUPA § 204(c).5 
There is simply too much evidence against him for Yusuf to even begin overcome the 
presumption created by the Partnership having fully funded the purchase.  

3. RUPA Partners’ intent as evaluated by “treatment.” And, finally, if there is sufficient
evidence to decide one way or the other, and all of the other facts are not dispositive, Hamed
must prevail because all of the evidence regarding the Partners’ 2011 and post-2011
“treatment” of the parcel supports Hamed’s position that they did not treat the parcels as if
they intended transfer it in and after 2011.6 Yusuf has conceded the Partnership’s
continuing receipt of all post-2011 rents, its continuing payment of all post-2011 taxes and
its being carried on the financials long after 2011—until Yusuf changed this in 2015. Thus,
this “finding” is favored under both RUPA §204(c) and the VI cases on oral attacks on title.7

4 Revised Uniform Partnership Act (“RUPA”) §204(c)(“When Property Is Partnership Property”) 

(c) Property is presumed to be partnership property if purchased with partnership assets,
even if not acquired in the name of the partnership or of one or more partners…. 

5 Hamed incorporates his analysis of §204(c) of the 1997 RUPA in his PSJ motion. RUPA was 
adopted, verbatim, by the USVI, in 1998—as 26 V.I.C. § 24 (“When property is partnership 
property”) accord., Yusuf v. Hamed, 59 V.I. 841 (2013)(“the [VI] Code incorporates the [UPA] 
of 1997…See 26 V.I.C. §§ 1-274.”) Thus, the actual operative section here is 26 V.I.C. § 24(c). 

6 Even under Yusuf’s “best” telling of events, he clearly took with absolute notice of the 
Partnership’s interest in this parcel. Thus, he should have created a writing to overcome the 
strong presumption. See, Official Comment 4 to RUPA Section 204(c). Exhibit 1. 

The inference concerning the partners’ intent from the use of partnership funds 
outweighs any inference from the State of the title, subject to the overriding reliance 
interest in the case of a purchaser without notice of the partnership’s interest.  

7 This case must be decided under RUPA, but even if non-RUPA USVI caselaw regarding 
‘quieting title’ against a subsequent oral contract were applied, the ‘factors’ would be virtually 
identical to those mandated for determining the partners’ intent via “subsequent treatment” 
under RUPA. See Andrews v. Nathaniel, 42 V.I. 34, 38 (Terr. Ct. 2000); cited in 7 decisions; 
followed on other grounds, Miller v. Sorenson, 67 V.I. 861, 873 (V.I. Supreme Ct. 2017). 

It is evident from Roberts' testimony that he only hypothesized that he had paid 
the full amount based on the length of time that he was making payments. 
Roberts kept no records of any of his payments and lost most of the receipts that 
Carl Andrews gave to him. Furthermore, Roberts has not adequately explained 
his failure to obtain a deed from Carl Andrews after he purportedly paid the full 
purchase price. Moreover, if Roberts had paid the full purchase price, then it is 
inexplicable that he allowed Rupertha Andrews to collect $800 [rent] in $100 
installments from his tenants over a three year period. These inconsistencies are 
too significant to ignore. (Emphasis added.) 
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c. Summary of Yusuf’s Challenge

Yusuf is just one more partner seeking to claim transfer to him of partnership assets just

before a breakup—via an oral, undocumented contract. This is exactly why RUPA §204(c) 

exists—rather than put all partnership property into a “he said, she said” lottery of this sort of 

last minute, pre-breakup claims, it creates a presumption of equality: “Property is presumed to 

be partnership property [and thus 50/50] if purchased with partnership assets” and then the 

burden shifts to the partner claiming 100% to rebut the presumption of equal ownership. 

In this regard, there is no factual dispute that in their only face-to-face settlement 

negotiation, Hamed and Yusuf agreed to a contract for “one parcel” in Jordan. Yusuf gave a 

detailed description of both the negotiation and agreement in his 2014 deposition. He testified 

that although he originally demanded two parcels in exchange for a release of his claims and 

Hamed was willing, they kept discussing matters and when it ended they had entered into an 

agreement to create a document to transfer “one parcel” in Jordan. Hamed described this 

identically in his 2014 deposition—one parcel, in Jordan. But no statements or conduct from 

that negotiation need be admitted, because Yusuf had his lawyers draft a writing that he says 

effectuated the outcome. It precisely reflects both men’s 2014 testimony above. Again, it 

conveys Hamed’s interest in just the one parcel (in Jordan) and contains no reference either 

(1) to a broader contract implicating a second parcel, or (2) to any land in Tutu. SOF 10-21.

        Yusuf’s lawyers tendered that writing to Hamed. He executed it with no changes and 

returned it to them. SOF 22-28. They later faxed it to Yusuf with an invoice. Yusuf has said that 

the transfer was recorded. Id. (While this fact cannot be reliably verified, as it involves property 

in Jordan not before this Court, it is assumed to be true for the limited purpose of this motion.) In 

the Prior Opposition Yusuf tries to make it sound like Hamed did transfer the property but that 

“there was no need for an additional writing because the [Tutu]  deed was already in United’s 
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name.” But this is a recent fabrication. There has never been a prior assertion that the transfer 

took place. Before he knew what the “new story” was, Yusuf repeatedly testified that back in 

2011, contemporaneously with all of this happening, the Hameds refused to sign over the Tutu 

Parcel or any more parcels beyond the one in Jordan per the writing. Yusuf has repeatedly 

testified there was no transfer in 2011. Period. End of discussion. NO TRANSFER. 

Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to transfer not only the second property 
[Tutu], but also the third property requested as a set-off. . . .  

Exhibit 2, supra. at 9. Reading only Yusuf’s testimony, it is clear that this new version of events, 

that such a transfer took place in 2011 is absolutely not true.8 The facts surrounding how the 

parcel was ‘treated’ by the partners confirms this. There are absolutely no indications in Yusuf’s 

own post-2011 actions that even suggest he believed the partners had made such a transfer. 

Nothing in the TREATMENT of the parcel BY THE PARTNERS suggests that Yusuf or Yusuf’s 

United owned it after 2011 rather than the Partnership. To the contrary, the Partnership 

continued to pay everything. There were no post-2011 changes to 50/50 tax payments by the 

partners, no changes to the Partnership’s post-2011 financials or tax filings, and no post-2011 

8 Under the 1997 version of RUPA, partnerships are distinct entities. This was the major change 
when the old UPA was revised.  Under RUPA, Hamed had no personal right to the half-acre 
and no personal right to alienate it—it is property of the entity, and his only interest in it is its 
intrinsic value to the entirety of his half ownership. Etheridge v. Opitz, 580 S.W.3d 167, 179 
(Tex. App. 2019)(“Partnership property is not property of the partners. TEX. BUS. ORGS. CODE
ANN. § 152.101. Neither a partner nor a partner's spouse [nor his Estate] has any interest in 
partnership property.”); Trowbridge Sidoti LLP v. Taylor, No. No. 8:16-cv-00771-ODW-SK, 
2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 138249, at *8 (C.D. Cal. Aug. 28, 2017)(“such property is property of 
the partnership and not of the partners individually.”) It is partnership property until it is alienated 
from the Partnership, which was never done here. Yusuf may contend that he intended that, or 
that they should have done that, but it wasn’t ever done. Thus, a threshold issue is whether the 
Partnership ever actually transferred the property after it came into title in 2008. This is a matter 
of record title, either it did or it did not. It did not. Yusuf himself has averred that Hamed refused 
to make the transfer. What Yusuf is actually trying to sue for here is an order compelling the 
deceased Hamed or his Estate to retroactively “vote his 50% partnership share” nunc pro tunc 
because of an oral agreement Yusuf admits Hamed explicitly refused back in 2011—to create 
a fiction that the Partnership SHOULD HAVE transferred title back in 2011. 
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changes to rents being deposited into the Partnership—much less one written reference to 

such a change of ownership. None of this occurred until the litigation began, and later in 2015. 

Thus, Yusuf is attempting to overcome all those real facts by suggesting that the written 

Agreement and the transfer of the one parcel in Jordan pursuant to that Agreement are “partial 

performance” of some larger deal. This is patently absurd. Again, until litigation there was 

no deed, recording, email, letter, discussion with counsel, accountant consultation, financial 

statement, tax document or anything else that even mentions such a “two parcel” contract, 

much less memorializes it. This “two parcel” contract appears in writing, testimony and 

declarations only after litigation started. Therefore, as to the one parcel contract, everything 

necessary was done correctly and reduced to a writing—bur as to the illusory two parcel 

contract, there is, indisputably…zero, nothing, nada. 

II. Argument: Applicable Law and Application of that Law to the Facts

Yusuf’s story presents seven threshold issues ‘at law’ and requires no additional facts:

a. Legal Issue 1: This new Yusuf argument involves what both parties state was a
settlement negotiation, and intermediate oral ‘agreements’ during such discussions
are inadmissible and non-binding.

Hamed incorporates his argument and the law as to Rule 408 in the Motion in Limine.  

Yusuf admits that the parties met to negotiate a compromise to a disputed claim. Despite this, 

he wants to create a contract out of what was discussed and re-discussed in those negotiations. 

Worse yet, what he really wants to admit into evidence is an alleged oral 

RENEGOTIATION of that oral settlement discussed with another person AFTER the initial 

negotiation ended. Further, he wants to admit an oral agreement that is different from what the 

sole writing that emerged states—to show another, different, intermediary offer and acceptance 

in discussions, directly contrary to the writing. Finally, he also wants to ignore his own 

admission that he attempted a second and third renegotiation where he said he would not issue 

8a

_______________________________
8a.The supporting Statement of Material Facts Not in Dispute is appended as Exhibit A.
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a release unless additional parcels were agreed to—an explicit repudiation of any earlier 

agreement. This is exactly why Rule 408 exists.  

b. Legal Issue 2: The parol evidence rule

Here there is not just an alleged oral agreement between partners, there is a writing that 

Yusuf has told the Master is the “Agreement” that arose out of the settlement negotiations. 

Parol oral evidence cannot be admitted contradicting the writing that Yusuf calls the Agreement. 

In other words, “a writing intended as the entire understanding of the parties is 
then subject to the parol evidence rule which precludes consideration of extrinsic 
evidence of a prior or contemporaneous agreement extending or altering the 
authority granted in writing.” Phillips v. Andrews, 332 F. Supp. 2d 797, 803, 46 
V.I. 233 (DVI App. Div. 2004). However, extrinsic evidence may be admitted
interpreting a vague term in an agreement or it may be used to establish “illegality,
fraud, duress, mistake, lack of consideration, or any other invalidating cause.”
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS § 214 [**22] (1981).

Jefferson v. Bay Isles Assocs., L.L.L.P., No. ST-09-CV-186, 2011 V.I. LEXIS 7, at *21-22 

(Super. Ct. Feb. 1, 2011). There was no vague term in the Agreement on the land—specific 

land is stated, and the Tutu parcel is not mentioned. If the writing is ambiguous in any way, that 

should be construed against the drafter. See Mastrobuono, supra. Yusuf admits in his own 

filing that this is the ‘Agreement’ that came out of that negotiation. It recites the consideration 

to Yusuf. Further, in his claims filing, Yusuf states: 

Hamed's interest in another parcel that was purchased in Jordan using funds 
from the Plaza Extra Stores has already been conveyed to Yusuf as part of 
Hamed's efforts to appease Yusuf following his discovery of the 
misappropriation of $2,000,000. . .A copy of the agreement in Arabic 
conveying Hamed's interest in such parcel is attached as Exhibit 0. 

See Exhibits 9 and 10, supra. So what Yusuf is trying to get away with is the argument that 

while the two men retained counsel, had a writing drafted and entered into it with regard to the 

Jordanian parcel; but, oddly, the parallel contract for the half-acre at Tutu was not in writing. 
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c. Legal Issue 3: Yusuf is judicially estopped from arguing “alternative facts.”

       Hamed incorporates the factual recitation in his prior motion, that Fathi Yusuf submitted 

statements and financials, under oath to the IRB and to this Court; that until 2015, the half-acre 

parcel was always on the books and financials of the Partnership as a Partnership asset. 

The doctrines of judicial estoppel and judicial admission preclude a party from 

contradicting its previous position where there has been no change in the law, simply because 

his interests have changed. New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742 (2001). This is "to protect 

the integrity of the judicial process by prohibiting parties from deliberately changing positions 

according to the exigencies of the moment." New Hampshire, 532 U.S. at 749.  

The U.S. Supreme Court has noted that this doctrine is not restricted to statements in 

prior cases but applies within a single case. (This is sometimes referred to as a judicial 

admission.) For an excellent discussion of this, see Intellivision v. Microsoft Corp., 784 F. Supp. 

2d 356, 364 (S.D.N.Y. 2011), where the 2d Circuit, in affirming a district court, rejected the 

argument that judicial estoppel requires a party’s position to have been adopted by a different 

court or in a “prior separate proceeding.”9 Citing Pegram v. Herdrich, the court noted that 

judicial estoppel is a flexible equitable doctrine without fixed requirements and that judicial 

estoppel “generally prevents a party from prevailing in one phase of a case on an argument 

and then relying on a contradictory argument to prevail in another phase.” 

9 The Intellivision court noted, at 364: 

See Pegram v. Herdrich, 530 U.S. 211, 228 n.8 (2000) ("Judicial estoppel generally 
prevents a party from prevailing in one phase of a case on an argument and then relying 
on a contradictory argument to prevail in another phase." (emphasis added)); see also 
Stichting, 407 F.3d at 45 (considering whether a party should be judicially estopped for 
taking "a position in their first motion to dismiss that was actually inconsistent with that 
taken on the current motion"). 
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Thus, "[j]udicial estoppel prevents a party from ‘playing fast and loose with the courts’," 

Scarano v. Central R. Co., 203 F.2d 510, 513 (3d Cir. 1953) (internal citation omitted.) 

d. Legal Issue 4: No “meeting of the minds” as to which parcels were involved.

Even if RUPA 204(c) wasn’t creating a presumption in favor of this being Partnership 

property, a party asserting a contract has the burden to show there was a meeting of the minds. 

Thus, accepting every fact he has suggested as true and ignoring the inadmissibility of a 

settlement discussion and the existence of a writing, Yusuf cannot show there was actually a 

meeting of the minds in those settlement discussions. See the Statement of Facts 

at Exhibit A, paragraphs 1-8 as to history, 8-21 as to testimony, 21-30 as to the documents.

The basic law of contract and the basic burden Yusuf bears are clear. Cornelius v. 

Bank of Nova Scotia, No. 2015-0058, 2017 V.I. Supreme LEXIS 50, at *21 (Aug. 8, 2017)(“a 

contract is only formed or modified to the extent there is mutual assent and mutual 

consideration,”) see Williams v. UVI, 2019 V.I. LEXIS 2, at *5-6 (Super. Ct. Jan. 18, 2019).

Here, this court finds that Defendant is correct that there was no express contract 
created between the parties. The language of the 1997 memo does not expressly 
offer a promise of merit pay to Plaintiffs, there was no clear acceptance by 
Plaintiffs as Plaintiffs were conditioned on their employment agreement to 
continue working for Defendant, thus the continued benefit given to Defendant by 
Plaintiffs does not signal separate adequate consideration to this court. Also, 
without an offer presented by Defendant and an acceptance by Plaintiffs, 
this court cannot deduce that there was a manifestation of mutual assent 
between both sides or a “meeting of the minds.” Therefore, absent clear 
evidence of all requirements of an enforceable contract, this court holds that no 
enforceable express contract existed between Plaintiffs and Defendant.  

Here, there was “no clear acceptance of any offer.” In short, there is no offer and acceptance 

after the initial oral agreement as to the one parcel in Jordan—which Hamed did transfer to 

Yusuf—exactly as described in the writing. There is only Yusuf repeatedly TELLING the 

Hameds that they must renegotiate, and Mohammad Hamed’s repeated silence or refusals to 
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either agree or to do so. As best, absent Mohammad’s express assent, the 2-parcel 

renegotiation with Wally was a unilateral contract offer requiring Hamed’s performance for 

acceptance—which Yusuf admits Hamed declined. 

e. Legal Issue 5: Even if Yusuf thought he initially had an oral deal for two parcels,
Yusuf repudiated and then breached that deal by subsequently demanding that the
deal would only go through with 2 then 3 parcels.

 Yusuf describes the “ongoing” nature of the “negotiations” (i.e., his continually 

increasing demands) he makes it absolutely clear that Hamed signed and delivered the 

Agreement but that was not the end. 

As a result of these new discoveries of even more unauthorized transfer of funds 
by Plaintiff/Waleed Hamed, the Defendant informed Wally Hamed that it has to 
be three (3) properties to cover everything had found. 

Thus, Yusuf was still negotiating what was necessary for a release. Even if there were had 

been an original, oral two-parcel deal, this was an express repudiation by Yusuf—he says that 

he stated there would now be no release without a THIRD parcel. And there is absolutely no 

factual disagreement that this re-re-renegotiation was refused. 

f. Legal Issue 6: There is a failure of consideration. Even if Yusuf thought he
had an oral deal for two parcels, he cannot show facts that suggest he “paid”
the full “purchase price” where he finally stated that he would not provide a
release absent a third parcel.

This relies on the same facts as subparagraph “f” above. Yusuf’s saying “we have a 

deal” is no deal at all if he conditioned the release on additional parcels. Consideration was 

never given if it was conditioned on “more performance” to get it. 

g. Legal Issue 7: The RUPA issues: Burden and “Treatment”

i. Burden: The Presumption that the Parcel is Partnership Property

First, as set forth above, RUPA §204(c) creates a mandatory presumption that because 

the Partnership supplied the funds from its “d/b/a Plaza Extra account” it is the owner. Thus, 

Yusuf must overcome the rebuttable presumption that property is partnership property the 
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burden shifts to him to rebut that ownership by proving that the intent of the Partners was to 

transfer title to him in 2011. See In re Estate of Bolinger, 1998 MT 303, ¶ 80, 292 Mont. 97, 

116, (1998)(“The presumption is rebuttable and may be overcome.”) 

Once this presumption is triggered and the burden shifts, RUPA jurisdictions considering 

the resulting burden have looked to several factors—but in all cases, the single question that 

all of these factors are reviewed to answer is: “What did the Partners intend?” For example, in 

Mogensen v. Mogensen, 273 Neb. 208, 215-19, 729 N.W.2d 44, 52-54 (2007). the Nebraska 

Supreme Court, interpreting its identical enactment of RUPA, reversed the trial Court’s refusal 

to properly apply this presumption against a third party that had title of record. 
 

In determining whether a party has rebutted the presumption, no single factor or 
combination of factors is dispositive. Ultimately, the partners' intentions control… 

* * * * 
The use of partnership funds in the purchase and the other evidence suggest that 
Opal owns [it] in name only….Once we acquire equity jurisdiction, we can 
adjudicate all matters properly presented and grant complete relief…. 

Obviously, the first and very best evidence of the Partner’s intent is their own testimony 

on what they intended in 2011—Yusuf conceded that in the Prior Opposition. Hamed never 

intended to transfer the half-acre parcel.  

ii. Intent Gauged by Acts in RUPA: How the Parties “Treated” it after 2012

If the Master must move to the next step, to consider what happened, what the Partners 

intended,10 from how the Partners “treated” the property in and after 2011. White, supra. 

The 1992 deed lists the grantees as Charles W. White and Charles T. White, as 
tenants in common [not the partnership]. At trial, the testimony revealed that all of 
these properties were treated as partnership property, that they were purchased 
with partnership funds, that the property taxes were paid with partnership funds, 
and that the rent from the properties was collected by and paid to the partnership. 

10 See e.g., Finch v. Raymer, 2013 Tenn. App. LEXIS 319, at *35 (Ct. App. May 6, 2013). 
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Again, there is no dispute. Not only did the rents from this parcel still go into 

Partnership’s account after 2011,11 but the parcel was still carried on the Partnership’s books 

as Partnership property from after the 2008 Deed12 until 2015—when Yusuf had it this changed 

after Hamed raised the issue.13 Same with joint payment of taxes. They changed nothing at all. 

11 As Nejeh Yusuf testified recently, it is undisputed that all of the rents for the businesses on 
that parcel were deposited into Partnership funds–directly into the d/b/a Plaza Extra store 
account. See January 22, 2019, deposition testimony of Nejeh Yusuf, at 38. Exhibit 18. This 
continued well after 2011, at least until the litigation began, when Fathi ordered several 
financial records and practices changed to make things look better.  

Q. Okay. And did you ever—any of the—the money that came in for rent, did it ever go
through your hands or did it always go through the desk?
A. They always called me. I handled it with the folks. I wrote them a receipt from the

store. And I had it deposited in the accounts up until my dad told me stop depositing
those funds in the—in the store's account.
Q. And when did he tell you that?
A. Towards the end of the partnership.
Q. Okay. And from that point on, where did the rents go?
A. I just held onto it. It went—either I held onto it or it went into the—I think I held onto

it, mainly. He said not to deposit into the account....(Emphasis added.) 

Similarly, Yusuf has conceded that the intended use of the parcel was for a Partnership 
supermarket and thus the property taxes were paid on credit cards or from other accounts that 
were reimbursed with joint (50/50) funds. Again, this continued after 2011. This was still the 
“treatment” of the parcel in 2015 when Fathi Yusuf changed the books as described directly 
below. For example, Exhibit 14 is a March 15, 2012 document provided by Yusuf’s counsel, it 
shows Plessen Enterprises (not Yusuf personally) still reimbursing Yusuf’s-United for the 
property taxes for Parcel No. 2-4 Rem. Estate Charlotte Amalie. (Regardless of who “paid” the 
taxes, they were reimbursed by the Partnership.) This is from the Plessen Enterprises 
Scotiabank account, no. 45012, check 348, for $570.00. Thus, for years after the alleged 
2011 oral contract, the Partners were still jointly reimbursing all of the taxes and other costs. 

12 See, e.g., Yusuf’s financial statements of the Liquidating Partner were referred to in his July 
31, 2015 Third Bi-Monthly Report was as follows: “The 2014 tax return for the Partnership was 
filed [with the BIR] on July 14, 2015. A copy has been provided to the Master and Hamed.” 
That 2014 tax return shows the parcel as Partnership property. 

13 Hamed’s Objection to that 3rd Bi-Monthly, dated August 18, 2015, at 3-4. Similarly, the 2nd 
Bi-Monthly states that “An updated balance sheet was provided to counsel and the Master on 
February 6, 2015, as required by $ 9, Step 4 of the Plan.” That balance sheet shows the same. 
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For example, the 2013 Balance Sheet was provided to the BIR for tax purposes. In his 

opposition to Yusuf’s motion to strike this claim, Hamed submitted this to show the parcel was 

carried on the Partnership’s books, not Yusuf’s-United’s books. There, Hamed noted that they 

are the official Partnership financials used to make sworn submissions to the Bureau of Internal 

Revenue regarding the years before the litigation began and they show this parcel being carried 

on the Partnership’s books for $330,000. However, in his July 12, 2018 Order on this issue, the 

Master stated (n.4, at 4) that the balance sheet exhibit in the motion did not specifically refer to 

this parcel, but rather: “The balance sheets simply listed “Land, $330,000.00” under “ASSETS.” 

Fortunately, exactly what “land” is being referred to as being a $330,000 Partnership 

asset can be seen in Exhibit 15, from the 2010 Plaza Extra Trial Balance Report (run Sept. 8, 

2011). It lists the land as this parcel, “2 4 Rem, Est Ch”—for the same $330,000.14 Similarly, in 

the Fourth Bi-monthly Report, while Yusuf admitted that the parcel had always ”been listed on 

the balance sheet of the Partnership” as partnership property, for the first time he also claimed 

that always carrying it as a Partnership asset until 2015 was just an “error”. That same report 

belatedly informed the Master that the books were being changed—Yusuf, had the 

Partnership’s books and reports changed to favor Yusuf’s-United;—same as the rent deposits. 

Yusuf submits that the Land has erroneously been carried on the balance sheet 
of the Partnership, (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, after 2008 the parcel was moved from Plessen’s books to the Plaza Extra 

Partnership’s books and stayed there long after 2011. Yusuf now says that while it is true that 

14 Compare Exhibit 16, the 2012 balance sheet for the Partnership with Exhibit 17, the 
completely separate balance sheet for the Yusuf’s-United version of United, which operated 
through the “Tenant” account -- which is titled “United Corporation - Balance Sheet - STX 
Shopping Center - December 31, 2012.” That was after the alleged transfer and was compiled 
and filed far later than that. The Yusuf’s-United balance sheet shows the real estate at Sion in 
the shopping center, but not the half-acre in Tutu. The Tutu parcel was carried in the St. 
Thomas section of the Partnership books as “Land - Est Char Ama - 330,000.00.” Again, all of 
this was the treatment of the land long after 2011. Nobody thought of this as Yusuf’s. 
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both the rent deposits and accounting entries all originally reflected that this parcel was 

“treated” as Partnership property well after 2011—this was all just a huge accounting 

mistake…it was “erroneous.” But his sudden, late changes not only highlight how the parties 

really ‘treated’ the parcel for years, up to 2015, but also expose Fathi Yusuf’s guilty knowledge 

and actions in trying to change the record because of what these financials reveal. 

III. Conclusion

There are no disputes as to any of the material facts here. There is no dispositive fact 

which requires testimony. As a matter of law, there is no contract and no transfer of the parcel. 

Dated: February 7, 2020 A
Carl J. Hartmann III, Esq. 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff 
5000 Estate Coakley Bay, L6 
Christiansted, Vl 00820 
Email: carl@carlhartmann.com 
Tele: (340) 719-8941 
Joel H. Holt, Esq. 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Law Offices of Joel H. Holt 
2132 Company Street, 
Christiansted, Vl 00820 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 
Exhibit Description Text 

Exhibit A Hamed’s Statement of Material 
Facts Not in Dispute 

Exhibit 1 Official Comment 4 to RUPA 
Section 204(c) 

The inference concerning the partners’ intent from 
the use of partnership funds outweighs any 
inference from the State of the title, subject to the 
overriding reliance interest in the case of a 
purchaser without notice of the partnership’s 
interest. 

Exhibit 2 Defendant Fathi Yusuf's 
Answers to Plaintiff Waleed 
"Wally' Hamed's First Set of 
Interrogatories, Hamed et al. v. 
Yusuf, SX-12-CIV-377 at page 9 
of 50 

When Responding Party [Yusuf] asked Waleed 
Hamed to proceed with the transfer of the Tutu 
Park property, it is at this point, several months 
later [in 2011] that Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed 
and Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to 
transfer not only the second property [Tutu], but 
also the third property requested as a set-off for 
the unauthorized transactions.  

Exhibit 3 Yusuf Claims Filing, September 
30, 2016, at 13 

[In 2011] Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a 
resolution addressing all Hamed 
misappropriations, whether known or unknown, 
Hamed would have to arrange for the conveyance 
to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 
acre parcel located on St. Thomas also titled in the 
name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc. Hamed, 
through his son, Waleed, refused to convey this 
third parcel. 

Exhibit 4 Mohammad Hannun Aff., April 
21, 2014, at ¶19 and ¶21 

Paragraphs 19 and 21. 

Exhibit 5 USVI GIS photosurvey Location of this 0.536 acre parcel Yusuf calls the 
“entrance” parcel, in relation to the 9.438 acre 
parcel that Fathi Yusuf calls the “major” parcel. 

Exhibit 6 Act 6194 [Bill 27-0036], 27th 
Legis., Reg. Sess., March 21,,
2007 

Rezoning “from R-2 (Residential-Low Density). . 
.to C (Commercial.) 

Exhibit 7 Declaration as to the Site Plan Extensive 

Exhibit 8 Fathi Yusuf’s deposition of April 
2, 2014, at 77-7 

Extensive 
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Exhibit 9 2011 “Agreement” in Arabic Extensive 

Exhibit 10 2011 “Agreement” in Arabic 
(English Translation] 

Extensive 

Exhibit 11 Mohammad Hamed’s deposition 
of March 31, 2014. 

Extensive 

Exhibit 12 Fathi Yusuf’s lawyers’ fax and 
invoice for drafting 2011 
Agreement 

Extensive 

Exhibit 13 Declaration It is also a matter of the undisputed factual record 
that there are no subsequent writings or financial 
records which ever even mention any second 
agreement as to the Tutu parcel. It is not 
mentioned in any deed, document, 
communication, writing or other item of evidence. 

Exhibit 14 March 15, 2012 Plessen 
Enterprises Scotiabank account, 
no. 45012, check 348, in the 
amount of $570.00 

Reimbursement of Yusuf’s-United for Tax on half-
acre parcel in 2012 

Exhibit 15 2010 Plaza Extra Trial Balance 
Report (run Sept. 8, 2011) 

Lists the land as parcel, “2 4 Rem, Est Ch” —for 
$330,000. 

Exhibit 16 2012 balance sheet for the 
Partnership 

Extensive 

Exhibit 17 2012 balance sheet for the 
Yusuf’s-United version of 
United, which operated through 
the “Tenant” account 

Extensive 
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EXHIBIT A 

Hamed’s Statement  
of Material Facts Not in Dispute 

1. The USVI GIS photosurvey below is an accurately annotated enlargement from the official online
database which shows the location of this 0.536 acre parcel Yusuf calls the “entrance” parcel,
in relation to the 9.438 acre parcel that Fathi Yusuf calls the “major” parcel. Proximity to
Route 38 and the Tutu Park Mall can also be seen. See Exhibit 5, full survey image.

2. Yusuf admitted in his Prior Opposition that that the Hamed/Yusuf-owned (Plaza Extra)
Partnership directly paid the seller the full $330,000 price for the parcel ”by using income
from the Plaza Extra stores,“ and that the funds were paid to the seller with two checks from
the Partnership’s “d/b/a Plaza Extra” accounts. Prior Opposition at 16, ¶¶1-3.

3. In the Prior Opposition and in his 2014 deposition Yusuf admitted that the Partners’ intended
the parcel to be jointly owned by them 50/50. Prior Opposition at 16, ¶6.

Q. Okay. So, and what I'm trying to get at is I know there's a half-acre piece in
United, that's in the name of United?
A. Yes.

* * * * 
Q. Okay. And both of those, the smaller piece and the bigger piece, were
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purchased with money from the supermarket, so they're 50/50. 
A. That's correct.

4. In his Prior Opposition, Yusuf admitted when the land was purchased, its intended use was
as a Supermarket development for the Partnership. Also that in 2006 the Partners made an
initial application to build the new Tutu Plaza Extra Supermarket on this land, but lacked the
required secondary access to the major (9.3 acre) parcel from the Route 38 thoroughfare.
He also admitted that the access was blocked by the half-acre parcel.15 Therefore, as Fathi
Yusuf also conceded in his Prior Opposition, at the time of the second application in 2007,
the intended use of the parcel was still “as an entrance”. Prior Opposition at ¶¶7-8.

 

5. He also admitted that in 2007 this ‘Site Plan’ was submitted to the Senate, to add a
mandatory “entrance”—for the second hearing regarding a Tutu Plaza Extra Supermarket,
as the project would not be approved without access.16 Prior Opposition at ¶¶7-8.

15 Exhibit 6, Act 6194. In his Prior Opposition, Yusuf conceded that Act 6194, 27th Legis., Reg. 
Sess., March 21,, 2007, addresses the rezoning “from R-2 (Residential-Low Density)...to C 
(Commercial.)” Also, that the proposed Plaza Extra Supermarket project had to be approved 
by the Legislature. The project did not originally have secondary access to Route 38—but was 
approved with the parcel added, as shown on the Site Plan submitted with that application. 

16 See Exhibit 7, Declaration as to the Site Plan. 
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6. Judgment has been entered that in 2008 the Partnership recovered record title to the parcel
in 2008 pursuant to a deed in lieu of foreclosure. Order of January 14, 2020.

7. A year and six months later, on February 26, 2010, the Hameds and Yusufs entered into a
criminal plea agreement. Because of that, $42 million in cash was about to become
available for the first time in 8 years, along with mutually owned lands. See DE 1248, USA
et. al. v. Fathi Yusuf et. al., D.V.I, Div. of St. Croix, Crim. No. 2005-015.

8. Thereafter, in 2010, Yusuf began to claim Hamed owed him millions, and demanded
Hamed’s half interest in parcels of land. See citations to the record in ¶¶ 10-16 below.

9. Fathi Yusuf and Mohammad Hamed gave very similar deposition testimonies about what
happened regarding the 2010 in-person negotiation and 2011 writing that underlie Yusuf’s
position here. Compare Yusuf testimony with Hamed testimony. ¶¶ 10-16 below.

10. Fathi Yusuf’s deposition of April 2, 2014, provides the following at 77-79. Exhibit 8.
Q. [By Joel Holt] You know, I asked a question, but I asked it wrong, but

didn't there come a time when you and Mohammad Hamed sat down within the 
last year and a half and tried to resolve things by—he talked about it a little bit in 
his deposition about the giving of properties and things of that nature. Do you 
recall that?  

A. [By Fathi Yusuf] Much more than a year and a half.
Q. Can you tell me about that?
A. Can you come up with question, or you want to come up with a story?
Q. I can—I actually like the way you tell the story, but I'll tell you what I've—

what I've heard, and then you can correct what I've heard. That the two of you 
met to try to resolve all the differences between you and yourself, the Hamed 
family, and Wally in particular.  

A. Yes.
Q. And that he offered two or three properties, and you agreed to take

one or something like that. And, you know, I never really quite - 
A. I can comment on that.
Q. Okay. Please.
A. I—we met, and after I tell him my story of what I know at that time,

he say, What do you want? I say, I'll take two property for what I discover 
so far. He say, Which? I give him the description of the property, one in 
Jordan and one at Tutu Park. The one in Jordan, I pay one million two, 
approximate. The one at Tutu Park, I paid 1 million for it. 1,000,350, I believe. It's 
two pieces at Tutu Park, but we call it one piece. One-half an acre as an entrance, 
and 9.31 as the major piece of property. He say, You can have it. And after they 
say it, the man come up front after I tell him my story, and he was very generous 
to say, You can have it. And we kept talking, as a family. After all, we are family, 
as you mentioned over and over in your correspondence. We are family at that 
time, and we have a very high respect for each other, even though, up to now we 
still have high respect to each other, and I told him, No, one is enough.  

11. Thus, Fathi admitted that by the end of the only in-person negotiation with Mohammad, he
agreed to a “one parcel” settlement contract—with just the Jordanian parcel, stating ”one is
enough.” He then went on to describe what happened after the meeting, with Wally. Id.
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[Id. begin page 79] So I went to the store, I take a look, and I analyze the bank 
statement of what he was saying. I say, Man, after that, this man would not even 
tell me the truth, unfortunate? So immediately I told Wally, Do me a favor, 
Wally. You was present. Go back to your father and tell him, No, I wanted 
the two piece of property. That's the same day. Not even, as soon as we get to 
the store, it take me about half an hour to take a look of what he was talking 
about. Unfortunate, I have found it's impossible what he was talking about, it 
could be true. And I say, Come on, man. You know? And—and he went home 
that night. He told his father. The next day he come to work, I say, Did you 
tell your father? He said, Yes. I said, Fine. That's it.  

Q. Okay. You done?
A. Done.

12. Thus, in 2014, Yusuf testified in deposition that there was an initial “one parcel” agreement
for the Jordanian parcel in the face-to-face meeting and the meeting then ended. He
testified he subsequently asked Wally to ‘tell’ his father about an additional demand. Yusuf
demanded a different, “two parcel” agreement. Wally verified that he did ‘tell his father.” Id.

13. But Yusuf made a HUGE error between that first negotiation and his subsequent demands
over the next few days and then months. He has testified that he started trying to justify
more parcels by stating to Wally that he knew there were additional acts of theft and
malfeasance he would find, and that based on his post-meeting “review of [his] papers” he
was demanding the additional land for “known and unknown claims.” This really, really,
really, really upset Mohammad Hamed. In his own filing, Yusuf admitted:

Yusuf had agreed to resolve this misappropriation, but not any others that 
Yusuf might later discover, by the conveyance of Hamed's interest in two 
parcels, one in Jordan that is the subject of Exhibit N, and one half acre parcel in 
St. Thomas, previously titled in the name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc., which is 
addressed in a number of the Liquidating Partner's Bi-Monthly Reports. See Ninth 
[BMR] at p. 5-6. Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing 
all Hamed misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would 
have to arrange for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 
9.3 acre parcel located on St. Thomas also titled in the name of Plessen 
Enterprises, Inc. Hamed, through his son, Waleed, refused to convey this 
third parcel. (Emphasis added.) 

 Or, as Mohammad Hamed stated at 148-149 of his deposition: 
Mr. Fathi had asked for two pieces of property. He [Hamed] had agreed to that. 
Mr. Fathi had then said one is enough, and then again changed his mind and 
said, No, he wants the two. And I understood that then he also asked for a third 
piece of property. That there was a back and forth trying to find a way to -- to 
reach settlement, and that he [Hamed] says he's been accused by Mr. Fathi 
of stealing, he and his son. He says, I have not stolen. My son has not 
stolen. We are honorable people. 

14. That’s why Fathi did NOT and could not testify that the renegotiation for the second parcel,
after that in-person negotiation ended, was accepted. Only that he told Wally to tell
Mohammad. To the contrary, Yusuf himself testified that the Hameds forcefully rebelled.
Thus, all that we have on what happened when Yusuf overreached first for a ”two parcel”
contract and then for a “three parcel” contract is the writing which Yusuf calls the
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“Agreement”—which involves just the one parcel in Jordan. Id. See also the Agreement. 
Exhibit 9 and in English, Exhibit 10. 

15. Mohammad Hamed’s deposition testimony about the identical “one parcel” settlement
discussion in the in-person negotiation, contract and eventual writing, two days before
Yusuf’s testimony, is substantially in agreement with Yusuf’s rendition. Exhibit 11.

Q. (Mr. Hodges) Mr. Hamed, given the 25-plus years that your—you and Mr.
Yusuf have—have worked together in the store, why haven't you taken the time
to make sure you understand what the facts are with respect to this
$2.7 million dispute?
MR. HARTMANN: Object as to form. Object, argumentative.

A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Work, work, work, work, day and night.
THE INTERPRETER: Okay. I can only translate or interpret what he said. He's 
saying—he said that they come from the same area, they are farmers, and that, 
you know, he was responsible for bringing them here. When they arrived here, 
they came to his home. He welcomed them, and—and helped them out, and—
and over the years, he established a [begin page 138] business, a grocery 
business, and when he made some money, here came a time when—when Mr. 
Fathi Yusuf was going to build a shopping center. It's a long story, and that, you 
now, most of their time has been working, working, and here's really—there hasn't 
been a time that they could sit and talk. 

Q. (Mr. Hodges) In the past two years, isn't that right?
A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Okay. Go ahead.

 THE INTERPRETER: He said, I begged him to sit and—and—and—so we can 
finish this, and in Jordan, we—we—we, in my house, we met, and I was giving 
him—(speaking in Arabic). He asked for two pieces of -- 

A. Just one I want.
 THE INTERPRETER: —he [Yusuf] had asked for two pieces of property in 
Jordan. He {Hamed] told him [Yusuf], I'd sign for—for them, no problem. Later, 
he came—meaning Mr. Fathi Yusuf—and told him [Hamed], You've kicked me in 
my stomach. It's a term of, in other words, he was willing to accept, as I 
understand, one piece of property instead of two. (Speaking in Arabic.) 

16. Also identical is Hamed’s next, immediately following line of testimony, that AFTER
the in-person settlement negotiation was over, beginning the next day Yusuf spoke
to Wally about “asking” to renegotiate to add the second parcel—the half acre in
Tutu. Id.

 Next day, he came back and asked for the other piece of property. 

17. In two different sworn submissions, Yusuf has admitted that after the verbal agreement for
one parcel, he instituted several additional renegotiation attempts for “two parcels” which
would have been the Tutu half acre, and then a third parcels. He alleged additional “known
and unknown wrongs. In all both places, Yusuf represented that that the attempts failed.

a. Yusuf Claims filing at 13, Exhibit 2, supra.
[In 2011] Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed
misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would have to arrange
for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 acre parcel
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located on St. Thomas also titled in the name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc. Hamed, 
through his son, Waleed, refused to convey this third parcel. 

b. Yusuf Interrogatory Response 377. Exhibit 1, supra.:
When Responding Party [Yusuf] asked Waleed Hamed to proceed with the
transfer of the Tutu Park property, it is at this point, several months later, that
Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed and Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to
transfer not only the second property [Tutu], but also the third property requested
as a set-off for the unauthorized transactions. (Emphasis added.)

18. The admission in the 377 interrogatory was made BEFORE the 2014 depositions, and the
claims filing admission is from 2016—yet in the Prior Opposition, Yusuf attempts to make
all of these additional renegotiations just “go away” in the same way he changed the
“inadvertently misstated” rents and carrying the property in years of the “inadvertently
misstated” Partnership financials go away—by making up an even newer, new story—
tucked away in a footnote. See page 6, footnote 3. Seemingly forgetting the other places
where he told the identical story, long BEFORE the “erroneous” 2016 claim:

The description in Yusuf’s Initial Accounting Claims inadvertently misstates the 
9.3 acre to be considered a third property. 

19. Yusuf’s testimony makes it clear that multiple attempts to increase this to two (and perhaps
three) parcels failed because he told the Hameds starting the NEXT DAY, that he was trying
to get this “extra” land in compensation for “other claims” he “might discover” in the future—
which he described as ‘known or unknown’—for which he sought this additional land. Yusuf
stated that Hamed rejected those proposal. Id. Again, Yusuf admitted the following:

Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed 
misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would have to arrange 
for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 acre parcel 
located on St. Thomas also titled in the name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc. 

20. Affidavit of Mohammad Hannun, April 21, 2014, (Ex. 4) he describes an identical
incident in the subsequent (post August 2011) efforts to again settle this—where the
Hameds actually did agree to a second parcel in return for the dropping of ALL such
allegations by Yusuf, at ¶19, Exhibit 4:

before 24 hours past, Mr. Yusuf called and asked, if I find anything else, can he 
ask for it, and I said no the agreement covers everything, even what he 
doesn't know about right now, and Mr. Yusuf said no, that the agreement was 
for what he knew now, not for anything else he finds. Then there was no more 
agreement. (Emphasis added.) 

 And at ¶21, yet another incident in these mediations—with the identical result: 

Finally, at one the last meetings, Mr. Yusuf said that if the Hameds transferred a 
third piece of property that would settle everything about the unauthorized 
monies, whatever he knows and he would not do any more searching for monies 
he did not know about. 

21. In fact, the negotiations never really stopped, and Fathi Yusuf testified that by the end of
2011, at yet another renegotiation meeting was held—and again there was no written
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agreement for additional parcels. See Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed's First 
Set of Interrogatories in Mohammad Hamed, et. al. v Fathi Yusuf, SX-2012-CV-377, supra. 

18. Do you dispute that a meeting was held in or around December 2011 in order
to try and resolve the disputes between the parties, if not, who was present, the
date of the meeting, the substance of what was discussed, whether an
investigation was undertaken, by whom the scope of the investigation and the
results and whether an agreement was put in writing to be finalized by Attorneys
and the terms and conditions of that agreement.
RESPONSE No. 18: [Yusuf] objects to the form of the question. . . 
Notwithstanding the above objection, [Yusuf] believes that this Interrogatory is 
referring to a meeting that was held on the day before Christmas. For Attendees 
see Defendant's Response to No. 16. No agreement was reached. No agreement 
was drafted as a result of this meeting to [Yusuf’s] knowledge.  

22. It is undisputed on the documents of record in this motion that in late 2010 and early 2011,
the sole written Agreement that came out of the negotiation was drafted by counsel retained,
paid for, and directed completely by Fathi Yusuf. See invoices and facsimile. Exhibit 12.

23. That Agreement was signed on July 8, 2011. See Agreement, supra., Exhibit 10.
24. The Agreement recites both Hamed’s consideration (shares in the parcel) and Yusuf’s (“I

received the price of my share in the mentioned land from Mr. Fathi Yusuf Mohamad
Yusuf”—both men testified that the “price” Hamed received was the release of the alleged
claims.) Id.17

25. It is also undisputed that Yusuf’s legal counsel faxed that signed Agreement along with a
bill in November 2011. Supra, Exhibit 12.

26. It is also a matter of the undisputed factual record that there are no subsequent writings or
financial records which ever even mention any second agreement as to the Tutu parcel. It
is not mentioned in any deed, document, communication, writing or other item of evidence.
See Exhibit 13, Declaration.

27. No document or other evidence reflects that any deed or other writing contrary to the 2008
Deed has ever been executed or recorded. Declaration. Id.

28. No document or other evidence reflects that any counsel was ever retained by Yusuf or
Hamed as to the half-acre parcel. See Declaration. Id.

29. To the contrary, in the Prior Opposition, Yusuf does not dispute that the books and financials
of the Partnership, submitted both to this Court and to the IRB by Yusuf, continued to reflect
the original status of the half-acre parcel as being Partnership property (owned 50/50) until

17 The U.S. Supreme Court held in Mastrobuono v. Shearson Lehman Hutton, 514 U.S. 52, 62-
63, 115 S. Ct. 1212, 1219 (1995): 

Moreover, respondents cannot overcome the common-law rule of contract 
interpretation that a court should construe ambiguous language against the 
interest of the party that drafted it. [Citations omitted.] Respondents drafted an 
ambiguous document, and they cannot now claim the benefit of the doubt. The 
reason for this rule is to protect the party who did not choose the language from 
an unintended or unfair result. (Emphasis added.) 
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mid-2015, when Yusuf unilaterally changed the Partnership books on the half-acre parcel 
in response to this claim. Prior Opposition at ¶¶11-12. 

30. Yusuf also does not dispute that those 2013 financials, identifying the parcel as Partnership
property were submitted by Yusuf as the correct Partnership accounting—to this Court, the
BIR and the federal court. Prior Opposition at ¶¶11-12.

31. From that point on Yusuf repeatedly stated publicly and in court filings, verbally and under
oath (1) that there never had been a partnership, (2) that neither he nor Hamed ever referred
to themselves as partners, (3) that Hamed was an illiterate backroom employee, and (4)
that Hamed wasn’t due anything more than an annuity (which Yusuf could determine at his
discretion) as Hamed was just a long-departed nobody.
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name of one or more partners in their capacity as partners, but only if the name of
the partnership is indicated in the instrument transferring title.

Property transferred to a partner is partnership property, even though the
name of the partnership is not indicated, if the instrument transferring title indicates
either (i) the partner’s capacity as a partner or (ii) the existence of a partnership. 
This is consonant with the entity theory of partnership and resolves the troublesome
issue of a conveyance to fewer than all the partners but which nevertheless indicates
their partner status.

3.  Ultimately, it is the intention of the partners that controls whether
property belongs to the partnership or to one or more of the partners in their
individual capacities, at least as among the partners themselves.  RUPA sets forth
two rebuttable presumptions that apply when the partners have failed to express
their intent.

First, under subsection (c), property purchased with partnership funds is
presumed to be partnership property, notwithstanding the name in which title is
held.  The presumption is intended to apply if partnership credit is used to obtain
financing, as well as the use of partnership cash or property for payment.  Unlike
the rule in subsection (b), under which property is deemed to be partnership
property if the partnership’s name or the partner’s capacity as a partner is disclosed
in the instrument of conveyance, subsection (c) raises only a presumption that the
property is partnership property if it is purchased with partnership assets.

That presumption is also subject to an important caveat.  Under Section
302(b), partnership property held in the name of individual partners, without an
indication of their capacity as partners or of the existence of a partnership, that is
transferred by the partners in whose name title is held to a purchaser without
knowledge that it is partnership property is free of any claims of the partnership.

Second, under subsection (d), property acquired in the name of one or
more of the partners, without an indication of their capacity as partners and without
use of partnership funds or credit, is presumed to be the partners’ separate property,
even if used for partnership purposes.  In effect, it is presumed in that case that only
the use of the property is contributed to the partnership.

4.  Generally, under RUPA, partners and third parties dealing with
partnerships will be able to rely on the record to determine whether property is
owned by the partnership.  The exception is property purchased with partnership
funds without any reference to the partnership in the title documents.  The inference
concerning the partners’ intent from the use of partnership funds outweighs any
inference from the State of the title, subject to the overriding reliance interest in the
case of a purchaser without notice of the partnership’s interest.  This allocation of
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risk should encourage the partnership to eliminate doubt about ownership by
putting title in the partnership.

5. UPA Section 8(4) provides, “A transfer to a partnership in the
partnership name, even without words of inheritance, passes the entire estate or
interest of the grantor unless a contrary intent appears.”  It has been omitted from
RUPA as unnecessary because modern conveyancing law deems all transfers to
pass the entire estate or interest of the grantor unless a contrary intent appears.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX

MOHAMMED HAMED, WALEED
"WALLY" HAMED, WAHEED
"WILLY" HAMED, MUFEED "MAFI"
HAMED, HISHAM "SHAWN" HAMED,

vs.

FATHI YUSUF,

Plaintiffs,

Defendant.

CIVIL NO. 377/2012

ACTION FOR DAMAGES

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

DEFENDANT FATHI YUSUF'S ANSWERS TO
PLAINTIFF WALEED "WALLY" HAMED'S FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES

COMES NOW, Defendant Fathi Yusuf, (hereinafter referred to as "Fathi Yusuf" or

"Defendant" or "Responding Party"), by and through undersigned counsel, Law Offices of K. Glenda

Cameron, by K. Glenda Cameron, Esq., and respectfully answers as follows to Plaintiff Waleed

"Wally" Hamed's First Set of Interrogatories to Defendant Fathi Yusuf.

Subject to the objections set forth below, Defendant answers as follows to the First Set of

Interrogatories served by Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

These answers and objections are made solely for the purpose of this action. Each answer is

subject to any and all objections as to competence, relevance, materiality, propriety, and

admissibility; and any and all objections and grounds that would require the exclusion of any

statement contained in any response, if such request were asked of, or any statement contained

therein were made by, a witness present and testifying in court, all of which objections and grounds

are hereby reserved and may be interposed at the time of trial.

HAM D594546
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Mohammed Hamed, Waleed "Wally" flamed, Waheed "Willy" flamed,
Mufeed "Mafi" flamed. Hishanr "Shawn" Hamed v. Fathi Yusuf
Defendant Fathi Yusuf's Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wally' Hamed's
First Set of Interrogatories
Page 9 of 50

one property not enough to compensate and that it had to be the two (2) properties they had agreed
on -the Jordanian Property, and the Tutu Park property.

Shortly thereafter, Mohammed Hamed travelled to Jordan with his son Mufeed Hamed. Responding
Party followed them to Jordan to complete the transfer of the property in Jordan. Before
Mohammed Hamed transferred the property, Responding Party made it clear, more than once, that
his acceptance of the two (2) properties were only for what he had discovered so far, the
approximately $300+ Merrill Lynch deposits, the $1.3 million ($2 million less the $700K he had
received) and an estimate of a $1 million at least, to cover Wally Hamed's gambling habit.

Mohammed Hamed went ahead and transferred his interest in the Jordanian Property, and was
supposed to transfer his interest in the Tutu Park Property, but never did so.

When Responding Party returned to St. Croix, he continued to review the hard -drive and discovered
even more unauthorized transactions of Wally Hamed taking funds for his personal use. As a result
of these new discoveries of even more unauthorized transfer of funds by PlaintiffWaleed Hamed, the
Defendant informed Wally Hamed that it has to be three (3) properties to cover everything
Responding Party had found. Responding Party requested that Mohammed Hamed transfer his
interest in another property in Jordan Responding Party had bought and given an half interest to
Mohammed Hamed.

When Responding Party asked Waleed Hamed to proceed with the transfer of the Tutu Park
property, it is at this point, several months later, that Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed and Plaintiff
Mohammed Hamed refused to transfer not only the second property, but also the third property
requested as a set -off for the unauthorized transactions.

The parties' relationship broke down completely, Defendant informed Wally Hamed and
Mohammed Hamed that he no longer wanted to work with them and it was time for the families to
go their separate ways.
Sometime thereafter Plaintiff Waleed Hamed enlisted the assistance of his Uncle Mohammed
Hannun and certain business associates in the Muslim Community to help settle the parties' disputes.
The meetings to settle the dispute were arranged with the consent of Plaintiff Waleed Hamed as
agent for Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed.

HAM D594554
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Mohammed flamed. Waleed "Wally" flamed. Waheed "Willy" flamed.
Mufeed "Mati" Named, Hisham "Shawn" flamed v. Fathi Yusuf
Defendant Fathi Yusuf s Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed's
First Set of Interrogatories
Page 33 of 50

18. Do you dispute that a meeting was held in or around December 2011 in order to try and
resolve the disputes between the parties, if not, who was present, the date of the meeting, the
substance of what was discussed, whether an investigation was under taken, by whom the scope of
the investigation and the results and whether an agreement was put in writing to be finalized by
Attorneys and the terms and conditions of that agreement.

RESPONSE No. 18:

Responding Party objects to the form of the question as misleadingly stated, in that it makes a
statement and does not ask a question, contains a reference to the Plaintiffs' allegations in the
Complaint which have been denied and is phrased in such a manner so as to cause any
response to be ambiguous and potentially misleading.

Notwithstanding the above objection, Responding Party believes that this Interrogatory is referring to
a meeting that was held on the day before Christmas. For Attendees see Defendant's Response to
No. 16.

No agreement was reached. No agreement was drafted as a result of this meeting to Responding
Party's knowledge

HAM D594578
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Mohammed flamed, ;faked "Wally- Maned. I4'aheed "Zf`i!!y° flamed.
Weed "Mafr " Named, Hixhunr flamed v. Fathi rasa'
Defendant Fathi Yusurs Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed's
First Set of interrogatories
Page 48 of 50

Dated: November

HAM D594593

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED:

, 2013 LAW OFFIC S OF , . CÄM RON

I
jcronr V

0.

By:

- 2006 Eas rn Suburb, Suite 101
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820
Tel: 340.773.3444
Fax: 800.869,0181
Email: kglenda@carneronlawvi.com
counsel for Defendant



A/W/ermined flamed, Waked "Wally- flamed, f! ahced 'Willt' flamed,
Ain "Algf " flamed. Hisham "Shawn" flamed r. Fathi Yusuf
Defendant Fathi )(uses Answers to Plaintiff Waked "Wally' Fiatnctrs
Firsi Sui of Interrogatories
Pap 49 of 50

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT a truc and exact copy of the foregoing Defendant

Fathi Yusufs Answers to Plaintiff Waked "Wally" flamed's First Set of Interrogatories was

served via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid, fax, electronic mail or hand delivery on this the t7 day of

November 2013 to wit:

Lee J. Rohn, Esq.
Lee J. Rohn & Associates
1101 King Street
St. Croix, Virgin Islands 00820
Tel: 340.778.8855
Email: lee@rohnlaw.com
Counsel for Plaintiffs

via: CM/ECF I Mail Fax i Hand Delivery ® I Email

I
Cordelia L. ones (/
Certified Paralegal, C.L.A
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Mohammad Named, { {'aleed "{{'ally Han:ed, Waheed "{Filly" Flamed
iiufeed "MO- Hamad, Hisham "Shawn" ¡lamed Fathi Yusuf
Defendant Fathi Yusufs Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed's
First Set of Interrogatories
Page 51 of 52

CERTIFICATION

I hereby swear and affirm that the answers to the above Interrogatories are true and

correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

DATED: By:

SUBSCRIBED AND S
BEF ; E ME, h

/12/1.444.40.6...

, / s.
ORN TO

M:;'corntnis on Expires:

FATHI YUSUF

Print Name

K. Glenda Cameron
COi tmission Number LNP 010-09

Expiration Date: May 26, 2017

DATED: 1'-t'? By:

HAMD594595

Attorney for Defendant



MOHAMMAD HAMED, by his
authorized agent WALEED HAMED,

Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant,

VS.

TN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX

FATHI YUSUF and UNITED CORPORATION, )

Defendants/Counterclaimants,

VS,

WALEED HAMED, WAHEED HAMED,
MUFEED HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and
PLESSEN ENTERPRISES, INC.,

Additional Counterclaim Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOHAMMAD HAMED,

Plaintiff,
V.

UNITED CORPORATION,

Defendant.

CryIL NO. SX-12-CV-370

ACTION FOR DAMAGES,
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
AND DECLARATORY RELIEF

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
\

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Frederiksberg Gade

P O. Box 756

St Thomâs, U.S. V.l. 00804-0756

(34O\ 774-4422

YUSUF'S ACCOUNTING CLAIMS AND PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION PLAN

Pursuant to the "Final Wind Up Plan Of The Plaza Extra Partnership," entered on January

9,2015 (the "Plan"),1 $9, Step 6,andthe August 31,2016 directive2 of the Master, as clarified

Consolidated With

CIVIL NO. SX-I4-CY-28]

ACTION FOR DAMAGES
AND DECLARATORY RELIEF

I Unless otherwise defined, all capitalized terms have the same meaning as provided in the Plan.

'z That directive required the Partners to submit any objection to the previously submitted
Partnership Accounting and any claims against the Partnership or a Partner by September 30,
20L6. It is undisputed that since the inception of the Partnership, the only Partners were Yusuf
and Hamed, who died on June 16, 2016. On September 20,2016, a Motion And Memorandum
For Substitution Of Named Plaintiff was filed seeking an Order substituting Waleed M, Hamed,
as Executor of the estate of Hamed, as Plaintiff.
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Hamed v. Yusuf, SX-L2-CV-370
Yusuf's Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan
Page2

on September 22, 2016, defendant/counterclaimant Fathi Yusuf (l'Yusuf') respectfully submits

his Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan (the "Claim") as follows:

I. Current Status of Partnership Wind Up and Overview of Proposed Distribution

The current status of the wind up of the Partnership is set forth in the Tenth Bi-Monthly

Report of the Liquidating Partner filed on September 30, 2016 and the supporting financial

information concurrently submitted to the Master and counsel. At present, the total remaining

assets of the Partnership are $8,957,168.543.

A summary of the Claim's proposed distributions is set forth in Exhibit A.

contemplates that a portion of the remaining Partnership Assets will be held in reserve for

potential expenses including taxes and litigation costs for personal injury claims made or

potentially to be made against the various Plaza Extra Stores prior to the dissolution. In addition,

all Debts of the Partnership must be paid prior to any distributions to Partners. At this stage, the

remaining Debts include the unpaid rent obligations, plus interest, due to United for occupying

thePlaza Extra-East store and Bays 5 and 8 in the United Shopping Plaza, which have not been

adjudicated4, as well as other obligations owed to United discussed in more detail below. As

reflected in Exhibit A, there will be a shortfall of approximately $4 million in Partnership Assets,

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederìksberg Gadê

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. V1.00804-0756

(3401 774-4422

if all listed Debts are paid and all proposed reserves are established. Any actual shortfall must be

made up by the Partners or a deceased Partner's estate.

3 These total assets are reflected in the Partnership balance sheet provided, along with income
statement, on September 30, 2016 to the Master and counsel for the Partners by John Gaffney
("Gaffney"), who has served as the accountant for the Partnership.
a See Memorandum Opinion and Order dated April 27 ,201 5 (the "Rent Order"), which provides
that although back rent for Bays 5 and 8 are set forth in United's Counterclaim, "this Order
addresses only Bay No. 1." (Rent Order, p, 2, n. l)
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Yusuf's Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan
Page 3

Once reserves are established and the outstanding Debts are allowed and paid,

distributions to the Partners can be made only if there are remaining Partnership Assets. The

Claim provides:

a) reconciliation of the historical withdrawals and distributions between the Partners

and their agents from the profits of the Plaza Extra Stores, reflecting a net balance

of $9,670,675.36 due to Yusuf;

b) an accounting of funds received by Yusuf for the sale of Y&S Corporation

("Y&S") and R&F Condominium, Inc. ("R&F") stock resulting in a balance of

$802,966.00 due to Hamed;

c) a description of Partnership funds entrusted to Hamed to be held in foreign

accounts, invested in real estate or used as charitable donations of the Partners,

reflecting a balance due to Yusuf; and

d) quantification of the loss of the going concern value of Plaza Extra-West as a

result of Hamed's actions resulting in a balance of $4,385,000.00 due to Yusuf.

II. Funds to Be Held in Reserve

Prior to distribution of the remaining Partnership Assets, certain funds must be held in

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frod€r¡ksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. V1.00804-0756

l34O\ 774-4422

reserve to satisfy contingent obligations and risks of the Partnership.

A. Reserves Needed for Plaza Extra-Tutu Park Rent

Given Hamed's conceded failure to obtain releases of the Partnership, United and Yusuf,

as required by the "Ordet Adopting Final Wind Up Plan" dated January 7,2015 and entered on

January 9, 2015 (the "Wind Up Order") (p, 5), $ 8(2) of the Plan, and the April 30, 2015

Master's Order (p.2), a reserve must be created for all rents to be paid to Tutu Park Limited over

the remaining term of the lease in the amount of $887,203.26 ($30,359.38 per mo. in rent plus an
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Yusuf's Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan
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average of $2,500 per mo. in water charges x 27 months), not including charges for real estate

taxes and percentage rents.

B. Reserves Needed for Plaza Extra-Tutu Park Property Taxes and United
Matching Payment

As described in the Tenth Bi-Monthly Report, see p. 4, n. 6, property taxes for 2015 have

not yet been billed, but reserves should be set aside to pay these taxes which are estimated to be

5I4,356.44, along with a matching payment to United of $9,812.14.

C. Reserves Needed for FUTA Taxes

At present, there is a dispute as to the amount of Federal Unemployment Taxes

("FUTA") due from the Plaza Extra Stores. The Internal Revenue Bureau contends that

approximately $350,000.00 is due for 2014 and20l5. Gaffney, however, has determined that no

additional FUTA taxes are due. While the amount remains in dispute, Yusuf proposes to hold

these funds in reserve until the dispute is resolved. Once the dispute is resolved, the funds can be

distributed according to the Plan or as otherwise ordered by the Court.

D. Master's Fees

The fees of the Master for supervising the final liquidation and wind up of the Partnership

DUDLET TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Fredoriksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. V|.00804-0756

(3401 774-4422

E. Accounting Fees

Accounting fees for coordination and payment of various Debts and wind up of the

Partnership will need to be reserved. It is estimated that $30,000.00 should be set aside for such

expenses.

F. Funds to Be Held in Reserve for Litigation Risks

Reserves must be set aside for pending and possible litigation relating to claims for

injuries allegedly suffered at the various Plaza Extra Stores prior to the dissolution of the
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Yusuf's Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan
Page 5

Partnership and transfer of ownership of the stores. Se¿ Exhibit C-2 to the Seventh Bi-Monthly

Report filed on April I ,2016. Yusuf submits that the amount required to satisfy the potential

risk to the Partnership as well as costs and expenses not otherwise covered by insurance for those

claims is approximately $1,320,777.00. This amount is comprised of two primary components:

1) pending claims and2) estimated future claims.s

As to the pending claims, they are further divided into two categories: a) those claims

with insurance coverage and a selÊinsured retention and b) uncovered claims. For those claims

with insurance coverage, reserves are calculated by considering the total amount claimed or last

demanded in settlement by the plaintiffs, multiplied by the probability of plaintiffs' success in

each case, added to the costs for the litigation not covered by insurance.6

As to the estimated future claims, the average value of claims in a given year is

calculated by review of historical claims. Then this value is multiplied by the average number of

claims per year and by the number of years in the statute of limitation period to determine the

total risk. That f,rgure is in turn multiplied by the percentage of time remaining in the applicable

statute of limitations. The statute of limitations is calculated for each store from the last date it

was controlled by the Partnership; i.e. March 9,2015 forPlaza Extra-East and Vy'est, and April

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Frederiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(340t 774-4422

30, 2015 for Plaza Extra-Tutu Park. Such formulas are commonly utilized to evaluate risk

exposure by insurers in setting insurance loss reserves.T

' At present, Yusuf is unaware of any unfiled claims within the statute of limitations,
u,See Exhibit B, Litigation Reserves Calculations.
' A User-Friendly Introduction to Property and Casualty Claims Reserves, Joseph Calandro, Jr.
and Thomas J. O'Brien, 2004, describing accounting methodologies as to assessment of
litigation risks and costs for setting reserves.
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These reserves include the claims of Wadda Charriezs since her counterclaims

effectively against the Partnership and, therefore, constitute a potential obligation of

III. Outstanding Debts of the Partnership

Although nearly all of the undisputed Debts of the Partnership have been paid or

resolved, the following Debts remain:

A. Miscellaneous Debts

There are Debts totaling 5176,267.97, which must be paid prior to any distribution of the

remaining Partnership Assets to the Partnerse. This amount relates primarily to accounts payable

for open tax issues from 2013.

B. Unpaid Rent for Plaza Extra-East and Adjacent Bays

While the Court determined that certain past due rent obligations for Plaza Extra-East

must be paid pursuant to the Rent Order, there remain additional rent claims for Plaza Extra-

East. These claims have not yet been resolvedlO and, if found to be due and owing, then these

are Debts of the Partnership that should be paid prior to any distribution of the remaining

Partnership Assets to the Partners.

DUDLEY TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Fredor¡ksberg Gadê

P.O. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

United makes the following claims against the Partnership as set forth in its Amended

Counterclaim and Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Regarding Rent:

are

the

t These claims are the subject of a separate suit, United Corporation v. Wadda Chaniez, SX-13-
Cy-152, which Yusuf has moved to consolidate into this action for resolution. ,See Motion to
Consolidate filed on March 17,2016.
e The total liabilities are reflected in the Partnership balance sheet provided to the Master and
counsel for the Partners by Gaffney on September 30, 2016.
10,See Rent Order, p.2,n.1; p. 11,n.4.
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l. Bay I - Increased Rent Due Net of Rent Paid

United provided formal notice of increased rent of $200,000 per month to the

Partnership, which was to begin on January 1,2012 through March 31, 2012, if the premises

were not vacated before then. Thereafter, beginning on April 1,2012 through March 8,2015,

United provided formal notice of increased rent of $250,000 per month. See Exhibit D to

Yusufs Declaration dated August 12,2014 (the "Yusuf Declaration") in support of Defendants'

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Counts IV, XI and XII Regarding Rent. Although the

Rent Order awarded certain amounts of rent to United during this period, the award did not

address the increased rent claimed by United. The outstanding balance of the increased rent

claimed as to Bay 1, net of the rent recovered pursuant to the Rent Order, is $6,974,063.I0. See

calculation of additional rents attached as Exhibit C.

2, Bays 5 and 8

Likewise, outstanding rent is due to United for Bays 5 and 8 of the United Shopping

Plaza. These amounts were not adjudicated in the Rent Order and they remain an outstanding

rent claim against the Partnership. The total amount due to United for unpaid rent for Bays 5 and

8 is $793,984.34. Seethe Yusuf Declaration atll2l-25.

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUEFZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederiksberg Gade

P.O. Box 756

St. Thomas, U S V l. 00804-0756

(3401 774-4422

3. Interest on Rent Claims

The interest that accrued at9Yo per annum on the rent actually awarded by the Rent Order

(56,248,924.14) is $881,955.08 as of May 17,2015, when that rent was paid to United. See

calculation of interest on Bay 1 rent attached as Exhibit D.lr

The interest due for the unpaid rent on Bays 5 and 8 is also claimed by United. The total

interest calculated at 9Yo per annum for the period from May 17,2013 through September 30,

rr This amount does not include any interest accruing at the 9%o rute on each month's unpaid rent
from June 1,2013 through March 8, 201 5.
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2016 is $241,005.18. Such interest continues to accrue at the daily rate of $195.78 until paid.

,See calculation of interest on Bays 5 and 8 rent attached as Exhibit E.

C. Reimbursement For Gross Receipts Taxes Paid by United

As Yusuf has testif,red without contradiction(see transcript of Yusuf s deposition of April

2,2014 at pages 53-4), the Partners originally agreed that the Plaza Extra Stores would pay all

gross receipts taxes and insurance relating to United's Shopping Center. The Partners acted on

this agreement for the life of the Partnership, as reflected in the actual payment of these expenses

with funds from the Plaza Extra Stores for more than 28 years. The Partnership owes United for

certain gross receipts taxes United paid on behalf of the Partnership totaling $60,586.96, which

were never reimbursed. See Exhibit F, Summary and Evidence of United Payment of Gross

Receipts Taxes.

D. Black Book Balance Owed to United

A black ledger book (the "Black Book") was used by the Partners to track spending and

withdrawals as between the Partners and their families as well as by United on behalf of the

Plaza Extra Stores. Certain entries from the Black Book are accounted for in the BDO Report

discussed in $IV below, to the extent they represent historical withdrawals as between the

DUDLEY, TOPPEF

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP
'1000 Frederiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. V.l. 00804-0756

(s4ol 774-4422

Partners and their families. However, as to funds which United paid on behalf of the Plaza Extra

Stores, the Black Book entries reveal that the Partnership owes United 549,991.00 for various

expenses it paid on behalf of the Partnership. See Exhibit G, Relevant Black Book Entries.

E. Additional Ledger Balances Due to United

In addition to the Black Book balance owed to United, at various points in time, United

made other payments on behalf of the Plaza Extra Stores. In 7994, 1995 and in 1998, United

paid $199,760.00 for various expenses of the Partnership. See Exhibit H, Ledger Sheets
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Reflecting United's Payments forPlaza Extra. In the same ledger book, records of withdrawals

by Yusuf are also noted for certain personal expenses in 1995 and 1996. The amounts relating to

Yusuls personal expenses are included in the BDO Report discussed below in $ IV, accounting

for the withdrawals as between the Partners and their families. However, the total amount of

$199,760.00 paid by United has not otherwise been captured in other reconciliations and remains

due and owing to United.

F. Water Revenue Re Plaza Extra-East

Beginning inl994,Plaza Extra-East began selling United's water. The proceeds for the

first 10 years were used primarily for charitable purposes. From April 1,2004, however, all

revenue from the sale of United's water that was collected by Plaza Extra-East was to be paid to

United. United has calculated the average water sales per month based upon two years of sales

in 1997 ($52,000) and 1998 ($75,000) as $5,291 .66 per month. Multiplying the average monthly

sales revenue by 131 months, United is owed 5693,207.46 from the Partnership for the water

sales revenue from April 1,2004 through February 28,2015.

G. Unreimbursed Transfers to Plaza Extra from United's Tenant Account

At various points throughout the Partnership, United would transfer funds from its tenant

DUDLEI TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Fr€deriksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

account, which the parties have already conceded was separate and independent from the

Partnership, to the Plaza Extra Stores to cover expenses and to maintain cash-flow. The

Partnership has not reimbursed United for certain transfers. The Partnership owes United

$188,132 for its unreimbursed transfers. See Exhibit I, Summary and Supporting Documentation

of Unreimbursed Transfers from United.
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IV. Past Partnership \ilithdrawals and Distribution Reconciliation

Throughout the Partnership, the Partners and their agents (i.e., their sons) would

withdraw cash from safes at the Plaza Extra Stores. Evidence of these withdrawals came in

multiple forms including, inter alia, receipts, checks or ledger entries. In addition, the Partners

and their agents used funds generated by the Plaza Extra Stores for personal expenses. These

payments for personal expenses were to be counted against each Partner as a distribution. The

withdrawals and payments for personal expenses were supposed to be done on the "honor

system," which relied upon each Partner and their agents to disclose to the other Partner, via

"tickets" or receipts left in the store safes, when withdrawals were made or personal expenses

were paid from Partnership funds. Occasionally, the Partners would reconcile the various

withdrawals and expenses between them. Upon review of the various accounting records as well

as information regarding personal accounts and assets of the Partners and their agents, Yusuf

submits that Hamed and his agents failed to fully disclose all of the funds they withdrew from

the Partnership or personal expenses they paid with Partnership funds. Consequently, these

previously undisclosed withdrawals and expenses are treated as distributions in the Claim. A full

accounting of the Partnership withdrawals is set forth in the Expert Report of Fernando Scherrer

DUDLEY, TOPPEB

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Freder¡ksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. Vl.00804-0756

(3401 774-4422

of BDO Puerto Rico, P.S.C. ("BDO") attached as Exhibit J12. Based on that report, Hamed's

withdrawals/distributions exceed Yusufs withdrawals/distributions by 519,341,350.72. See

Exhibit J at p. 62-3. As a result, $9,670,675.36 should be awarded to Yusuf to equalize the

distributions between the Partners so that both Partners have equal distributions of

$18,820,989,98.

12 The tables, schedules and supporting documentation for this report are voluminous and will be
submitted to the Master and counsel for Hamed via a flash drive or CD identified as Exhibit J-l.
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V. Y&S and R&F Stock Sale Proceeds Distribution

The Partnership invested in various entities used to purchase either stock or real estate,

One such entity was Y&S. The Partners invested Partnership funds through two of their sons,

Hisham Hamed and Nejeh Yusuf. The two sons sold their stock for $900,000, pursuant to an

agreement dated January 15,2000 with Hakima Salem. Rather than receiving the proceeds, the

two sons directed that the funds be paid to Yusuf, who was to be the nominee of the sales

proceeds and, thus, custodian of the funds. The funds were not paid in a lump sum, but rather

periodically and often late. Yusuf has received all of the proceeds from the sale of the stock,

Although claims to these funds were the subject of a separate suit (Hamed v. Yusuf, Superior

Court of St. Croix, SX-2014-CY-278), the parties stipulated to have these claimsl3 consolidated

into this case and incorporated into the Partnership accounting and distribution. As a result of

various adjustments reflected on Exhibit 1 to the complaint in SX-2014-CV-278, $802,96614

should be allocated to Hamed to equalize the Partnership distribution between the Partners

resulting from the sale of the stock of Y&S and R&F.

VI. Foreign Accounts and Jordanian Properties

As part of the profit sharing arrangement between the Partners, at various points in time,

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Fred€riksberg Gade

P.O. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. V.l. 00804-0756

(34O\ 774-4422

profits of the Partnership were sent to Jordan to be held in bank accounts or invested in real

property to the mutual beneht of the Partners. In addition, Partnership prof,rts were also sent to

'3 Although no claims have ever been pled in this case or SX-2014-CY-278 concerning the
$600,000 in proceeds from Yusuf s sale of his 1,000 shares of stock in R&F pursuant to an
agreement dated January 15, 2001 with Hakima Salem, Yusuf is prepared to include these
proceeds in his accounting.
ra Interest was not included on this claim because, among other things, United did not include all
the interest it could claim on the rent actually awarded by the Rent Order. See n. I l, above.
There are additional reasons for not paying interest on the claim as reflected in Yusuf s First
Amended Answer And Counterclaim filed in SX-2014-CV-278. See also n. 15, below,
regarding $ I 50,000 offset.
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Jordan to be used as charitable donations of the Partners. Based upon Yusuf s review of bank

documentation available to date and information discovered following the FBI raid, Yusuf

claims that Hamed (either individually or through his sons or agents) failed to properly invest all

Partnership funds with which he had been entrusted and failed to properly account for such

funds. As a result, Hamed either breached his fiduciary duties to the Partnership by failing to

properly safeguard, account for, and invest these funds as agreed between the Partners or he

converted them for his own personal use or the personal use of his family members.

Yusuf has repeatedly raised these claims with Hamed and his agent, V/aleed Hamed, but has

received either unsatisfactory or no responses to questions as to how the funds were spent. The

misappropriations or failures to account by Hamed and his agents of which Yusuf is presently

aware include:

a. Hamed and his sons have failed to account for the Partnership funds held in

various foreign bank accounts from 1996 to date including, but not limited to,

the accounts identified in Exhibit K;

b. Because Hamed converted $150,000 previously delivered as a charitable

donation for a batch plant in V/est Bank, his interest in the Partnership should

DUDLET TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Freder¡ksberg Gade

P.O. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. V.1.00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

be charged for the transfer of 5150,000.00 to the Bank of Palestine to make

good on the original donation; see Exhibit L, V/ire Transfer Information

Supporting Claim.r5

l' This payment was made on behalf of the purchaser of the Y&S and R&F stock and
represented a portion of the proceeds of the sale of that stock. Accordingly, the amount should
either be offset against the $802,966 allocated to Hamed in $ V, above, or it should be charged
against Hamed's interest in the Partnership. Given Hamed's apparent negative balance in his
Partnership account, Yusuf submits the $ 150,000 should be offset against the $802,966.
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Waleed Hamed's unauthorized check of $536,405 to Hamed on April 29,

1998 and additional checks for $10,000 and $15,276; see Exhibit M.

V/aleed Hamed's failure to account for funds that were removed from the

Commercial Francaise Bank in Saint Maarten with four (4) checks totaling

$550,373.14 to close out the account in January and February of 1997;' and

Waleed Hamed's conversion of $ 1.4 million received in 1996 as reflected in a

St. Maarten police report.

Approximately forty (40) parcels of real property were purchased in Jordan using funds from

the Plaza Extra Stores. All but two of those properties were jointly titled in the names of Hamed

and Yusuf. The Court's assistance in administering or liquidating the jointly titled parcels is not

sought at this time. Yusuf does seek the Court's assistance, however, with respect to two (2)

parcels that were incorrectly titled in Hamed's name alone. These two parcels are identified in

the "Land Value Estimation" attached as Exhibit N, Yusuf respectfully requests an Order

requiring the Executor/Administrator of Hamed's estate to take such action as may be necessary

to properly reflect Yusuf s joint ownership of these parcels.

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederiksþerg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(340]. 774-4422

Extra Stores has already been conveyed to Yusuf as part of Hamed's efforts to appease Yusuf

following his discovery of the misappropriation of $2,000,000 sent to Hamed from St. Maarten

in or around 1997. A copy of the agreement in Arabic conveying Hamed's interest in such

parcel is attached as Exhibit 016. Yusuf had agreed to resolve this misappropriation, but not any

others that Yusuf might later discover, by the conveyance of Hamed's interest in two parcels,

l6 Yusuf is arranging for this document to be translated. An English version will be provided to
the Master and counsel upon receipt.
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one in Jordan that is the subject of Exhibit N, and one half acre parcel in St, Thomas, previously

titled in the name of Plessen Enterprises, Inc., which is addressed in a number of the Liquidating

Partner's Bi-Monthly Reports. See Ninth Bi-Monthly Report at p. 5-6. Yusuf insisted that if

Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed misappropriations, whether known or

unknown, Hamed would have to arrange for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another

approximately 9.3 acre parcel located on St. Thomas also titled in the name of Plessen

Enterprises, Inc. Hamed, through his son, Waleed, refused to convey this third parcel.

Although Yusuf is not pursuing his claims regarding the misappropriated 2,000,000,

Hamed's sons are still seeking to somehow rescind Hamed's conveyance of his interest in the

Jordanian parcel that is the subject of Exhibit N in their second amended complaint in Hamed v.

Yusuf, Civil No. SX-12-CV-377. Yusuf asks this Court to bind Hamed's estate by the agreement

signed by Hamed.

VII. Loss of Going Concern Value of Plaza Extra-\ilest

During the period that the Partnership operated Plaza Extra-'West, it generated income,

supported its expenses and ultimately generated profits. Plaza Extra-West's net profits were

expected to continue indefinitely or, upon the dissolution of the Partnership, they were to

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Freder¡ksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U S. Vl 00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

continue until an orderly liquidation process could be concluded involving purchase of the

business by one of the Partners or a third party. In either case,Plaza Extra-West's value as a

"going concern" would have been quantified andrealized equally by the Partners.

As equal Partners, both Hamed and Yusuf had ownership interests in the "going concern"

value of Plaza Extra-V/est. A "going concern" value recognizes the many advantages that an

existing business has over a new business, such as avoidance of start-up costs and improved

operating efficiency. In this sense, the "going concern" value of a business represents the
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difference between the value of an established business and the value of a start-up one. "Going

concern" value also indicates the value of a business as an operating, active whole, rather than

merely as distinct items of property.lT

Both Hamed and Yusuf had fiduciary obligations to each other to maintain the "going

concern" value of Plaza Extra-West and to behave in such a way as to promote and not diminish

its value as an on-going business. An essential component to Plaza Extra-West's on-going

business operations was its ability to continue to operate out of its existing location in Estate

Plessen. By orchestrating an April 30,2014 lease of the premises occupied by Plaza Extra-West

to a competing business (wholly owned by Hamed's sons), KAC357, Inc,, which then took over

the operation of the Plaza Extra-West supermarket formerly owned by the Partnership, Hamed

effectively appropriated for the benefit and use of him and his sons the "going concern" value to

the Partnership of the supermarket. Hence, Hamed's actions operated to substantially decrease

the value of Partnership Assets. Plaza Extra-West's value as a "going concern" at the time that

Hamed took such actions was $8,770,000. See Valuation Report of Plaza Extra-West, prepared

by Integra Realty Resources, attached as Exhibit P, at page 55.18 Hamed's actions thus

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frêder¡ksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. V.1.00804-0756

(34Ot 774-4422

l7 Preservation of the going concern value is recognized in many contexts including bankruptcy
proceedings, which seek to preserve such value when reorganizing businesses in order to
maximize recoveries for creditors and shareholders (11 U.S.C. $ 1101 et seq.).
rsln addition to the business valuation report for PlazaExtra-West, Integra Realty Resources also
prepared an appraisal of the real property occupiedby Plaza Extra-West, which is attached as

Exhibit Q. Exhibit Q in turn contains an analysis of the market rent for use of the land and
improvements occupiedby Plaza Extra-West. In Exhibit Q, Integra Realty Resources concludes
that the market rent for the property is $7.50 per square foot per year, rather than the $4.04 per
square foot per year rate in the KAC357, Inc. lease. See Exhibit Q, pp. 63-64. The annual
market rent is 51,224,848 at the $7.50/sq. ft.lyear rate. See id. at p.63. That annual market rent
of $1,224,848 in Exhibit Q was in turn used in the income approach calculations of Exhibit P to
determine the business value of Plaza Extra-West as of April 30,2014. ,See Exhibit P, p.39,
item 4; pp. 40, 53-54. The $7.50/sq. ft./year market rent for Plaza Extra-'West is a conservative
number because, as noted in Exhibit Q (at page 61), the actual annual rent paid at one of the
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diminished the value of the Partnership Assets at the time of dissolution by $8,770,000. As half

owner of the Partnership, such actions decreased the value of Yusuf s Partnership interests by

$4,385,000. As a result, $4,385,000 should be awarded to Yusuf to compensate him for such

loss of value.

VIII. Half of Value of Six Containers

As reflected in the Liquidating Partner's Sixth Bi-Monthly Report, n. 4, at the closed

auction for the Tutu Park store, the Partners agreed before the Master that the inventory to be

included in the auction consisted of the inventory located under the roof of the store facilities.

After the auction, Yusuf learned that Hamed or his designee, KAC357, Inc., took possession of

six (6) trailers of inventory located outside of the covered premises. Since the inventory

contained in these 6 containers was indisputably Partnership property, Yusuf claims entitlement

to half of the total value of such inventory, which is estimated to be approximately $360,000 to

$420,000. Subject to further discovery, Yusuf submits he should be entitled to recover between

$180,000 and $210,000. Since the Master has already rejected this claim, Yusuf reasserts it here

merely to preserve the claim for review.

IX. Disposition of this Case and Related Litigation

DUDLET TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

'1000 Freder¡ksberg Gade

P.O. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. Vl.00804-0756

(34O) 774-4422

The Claim addresses or resolves many but not all of the open claims between the Partners

and related entities. To fully and f,rnally complete the dissolution of the Partnership and

accomplish a final distribution to the Partners, further discovery will be required in this case and

related litigation.

other stores - Plaza Extra-Tutu Park - was $8.91 (as a result of overage or percentage rent
clauses in that lease).
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A. The Main Case and Consolidated Cases

Yusuls proposed distribution in this matter (Hamed v. Yusuf, SX-12-CV-370, the "Main

Case") is based upon the discovery that had been conducted prior to the imposition of the

discovery stay in October of 2014. Additional information which has been or will be sought

from Hamed's estate and his agents or representatives reflecting their personal finances is

expected to reveal additional undisclosed withdrawals or personal expenses paid with

Partnership funds. Hence, additional discovery is needed to determine if such additional

undisclosed withdrawals occurred which would result in a revised proposed distribution as to the

historical withdrawals.

The matter dealing with Y&S (Hamed v. Yusuf, SX-14-CV-278, the "278 Case"), is the

subject of a stipulation to consolidate that case into the Main Case. Therefore, any disputed

issues relating to the claims for the sale and distribution of the proceeds of the sale of the Y&S

(and R&F) stock can be resolved in the Main Case.

In addition, Hamed filed suit against United and Yusuf (Hamed v. United, SX-l4-CV-

287,the"287 Case") for the withdrawal of $2.7 million in Partnership funds on August 20,2072.

Yusuf submits that payment of these funds was made as a matching withdrawal to address the

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Frederiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(34Or 774-4422

disparity of the prior Partnership distributions to Hamed and his agents. The Partners stipulated

for consolidation of these cases and on April 15,2016 an Order was entered consolidating the

287 Case into the Main Case. The withdrawal at issue in the 287 Case is fully addressed in the

accounting and reconciliation of past Partner withdrawals in the BDO Report. See Exhibit J at p.

14. Hence, these claims are now consolidated into the Main Case.
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B. Additional Suits Which Should Be Consolidated with the Main Case

The case captioned United v. Waheed Hamed, ST-13-CV-101 relates to actions of

Waheed for improper removal of funds of the Partnership prior to recognition of the Plaza Extra

Stores' operations as a "partnership."le These claims relate to specific withdrawals of funds or

use of Partnership funds that are included in the accounting and reconciliation in Section IV of

Exhibit J. To the extent that any additional discovery is necessary concerning these claims or

defenses, they can be addressed in the Main Case. As a result, Yusuf also seeks to have this case

consolidated into the Main Case, if it is not dismissed.

The suit captioned United Corporation v. 'Wadda Charriez, SX-13-CV-152, relates to

claims by United that Ms. Charriez falsified her work hours and therefore received compensation

to which she was not entitled. Ms. Charriez counterclaimed against United and filed a third party

complaint against Yusuf for intentional infliction of emotional distress, tortious interference with

contract, civil extortion, civil conspiracy, and defamation, all of which are essentially claims

against the Partnership. Yusuf contends that the claim is a potential asset of the Partnership and

that the counterclaim/third party complaint is a potential liability of the Partnership, which

requires the establishment of appropriate reserves, Further, Yusuf proposes that, as the

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP

1 000 Frsderiksberg Gads

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. Vl. 00804-0756

(340t 774-4422

Liquidating Partner, he be allowed to pursue efforts to resolve the claims and counterclaims

involving the Partnership.

C. Conclusion

Yusuf submits that the remaining assets of the Partnership are insufficient to satisfy the

outstanding Debts and reserves for anticipated or contingent obligations and litigation risks of

'e A similar suit was filed by United against Waleed Hamed (ST-13-CV-3). On motion of
United, it was dismissed by Order dated August 5,2016. United filed a similar motion to
dismiss its case against Waheed Hamed on September 13, 2016.
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the Partnership. Assuming the allowance of all the identified Debts and proposed reserves, there

will be a shortfall of approximately $4 million in Partnership Assets to pay or establish these

Debts and reserves. See Exhibit A. Any actual shortfall must be made up by the Partners or a

deceased Partner's estate. An accounting of the historical withdrawals and distributions between

the Partners, both disclosed and undisclosed, reveals a large discrepancy in Yusufs favor.

Again, these calculations were prepared without the benefit of deposition testimony and

additional written discovery following the stay. It is anticipated that additional discovery will

yield information necessitating revisions to these calculations. Likewise, Partnership funds

entrusted to Hamed and his sons in various foreign accounts also requires additional discovery.

The loss of the going-concern value of PlazaExtra-V/est further reflects a significant amount due

to Yusuf. On balance, there exists a substantial amount due to Yusuf to reconcile the Partner's

withdrawals and distributions. Solvency of Hamed (or his estate)2O is in doubt given the

discrepancy in the amounts due to Yusuf. For this reason, Hamed's (or his estate's or his trust's)

interests in the jointly owned entities (Plessen Enterprises, Inc., Peter's Farm Investment

Corporation, and Sixteen Plus Corporation) may need to be quantified as a means of payment to

equalize the P artnership withdrawal s.

DUDLEY, TOPPER

ANO FEUERZEIG, LLP

1000 Frederiksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St. Thomas, U.S. V.l. 00804-0756

(34O\ 774-4422
20 A Petition for Probate of Will and for Letters Testamentary was filed on August 26,2016 as

Case No. SX-2016-PB-76. That petition reflects no available assets to satisfy Yusufls claims
other than Hamed's interest in the Partnership, since all of Hamed's interests in real and personal
property had previously been conveyed to the Mohammad A. Hamed Living Trust dated
September 12,2012. Yusuf reserves all rights to challenge such conveyance as fraudulent.
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Respectfully submitted,

DUDLEY, TOPPER and FEUERZEIG, LLP

DATED: September 30,2016

P.O. Box 756
St. Thomas, VI 00804
Telephone: (340) 7 15 -4405
Telefax: (340)715-4400
E-mail : ghodges@dtfl aw.com

Attorneys for Fathi Yusuf and United Corporation

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 30tl' day of September ,2076,I caused the foregoing Yusuf s

Accounting Claims and Proposed Distribution Plan to be served upon the following via e-
mail:

By:

I 000 Fredeiiksberg Gade

Joel H. Holt, Esq.
LA\il OFFICES OF JOEL H. HOLT
2132 Company Street
Christiansted, V.I. 00820
Email: holtvi@aol.com

DUDLEY, TOPPER

AND FEUERZEIG, LLP
'1000 Fredêriksberg Gade

PO. Box 756

St Thomas, U.S. V,1.00804-0756

(34O\ 774-4422

Mark W. Eckard, Esq. Jeffrey B.C. Moorhead, Esq.

Eckard, P.C. C.R.T. Building
P.O. Box 24849 ll32King Street

Bar No. 174)

lhristiansted;Vl-O0 stiansted;Yi-00820
Email: mark@markeckard.com Email: jeffreymláw@yahoo.com

The Honorable Edgar A. Ross
Email : edgarrossj udge@hotmail.com

Carl Hartmann, III, Esq.
5000 Estate Coakley Bay,#L-6
Christiansted, VI 00820
Email : carl@carlhartmann. com

RIDOC5\6254\ I \DRFTPLDG\I 6U09OO. DOCX
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Relevant Black Book Entries

Relevant Ledger Entries
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Tables, Schedules and Supporting Documents for BDO Report
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Wire Transfer Information Supporting Claim

Cairo Amman Checks to Waleed Hamed
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AFFIDAVIT OF MOHAMMAD HANNUN 

TERRITORY OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS ) 
) ss. 

DIVISION OF ST. CROIX ) 

I, MOHAMMAD HANNUN, being first duly sworn, declare under penalty of perjury 
that the foregoing is true and correct. 

1. I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge and information. 

2. I am an adult of sound mind, and a resident of St. Croix, Virgin Islands; I personally 
know Fathi Yusuf, Waleed Hamed, and Mohammed Hamed and am family to both the 
Yusuf and Hamed Families because I am the brother of the wives of Fathi Yusuf and 
Mohammad Hammed. 

3. Sometime in late 2010, I heard that Fathi Yusuf wanted to sell the supermarket business. 
I approached Fathi and asked him "brother in-law why do you want sell, you guys are 
doing good business, why do you want to sell?" Fathi responded that "yeah, the business 
is doing well, but the families were getting too big, and that he needed to spread out." At 
that time, Fathi never mentioned that there was any fight or any dispute. 

4. I knew that the families had done well in the business together. Before Mohammad 
Hamed went into a business with Fathi, he did not own his home or any property. He was 
operating a small store in Estate Carlton, and then he opened another small store in Estate 
Glenn, which was operated by Haytham Abdul1ah. The first store in Estate Carlton was 
operated for a longer period of time, and then sold it. 

5. Mohammad Hamed at some point went into the retail business, Amigo Cash and Carry, 
which he operated with Fathi' nephew, Isam Yousef and Othman (Steve) Mustafa. 

6. Sometime before 1983 or so, Fathi who owned United Shopping Plaza with his brother 
Ahamad Yousef, Fathi Yousef decided to use part of that property to operate a 
supermarket business. 

7. I know that Fathj Yusuf needed additional funds to start the supermarket business~ and he 
took on his two nephews (Isam Yousef and Khaled Ali) and Mohammad Hamed as 
business partners, in the Supermarket business. Later Fathi's two nephews decided not to 
go forward with operating the supermarket business and then it was only Fathi Yusef and 
Mohammad Hamed in that business. It was well known throughout the community that 
Fathi made the business decisions and the business deals and that Mohammad Hamed 
was a partner in the profits of supermarket only and not in the building. 

Carl
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Yusuf, Fathi llt. al., "· Woleect HamPd Pt.al. 
Civil No. SX-12-CV-370 
Affidavit 

8. Fathi Yusef worked night and day to get the supennarket off the ground and was 

struggling to get a loan to get the supennarket loan. Fathi Yusuf mortgaged everything 

he owned to get the supennarket off the ground. I know that Fathi Yusuf was going to 

open the store without a diary department. Just before he opened, friends of him took a 

tour of the store, saw that he had no dairy and offered him the money to buy the dairy. I 

know that they made this loan to Fathi Yusuf, just on his word alone. 

9. Waleed Hamed came home from college, and started to work in the Supermarket with 

Mr. Yusuf, and he became Fathi's right hand person once the business got off the ground. 

Mike was in college at the time. Everyone knew that if you needed something from 

Fathi, and he wasn't around that you could ask Waleed Harned, but that Fathi had the last 

word. Fathi Yusuf would treat Waleed better than his own son, and gave Waleed more 

authority than he gave his own son, Mike. Everyone in the whole community knew that 

when it come to the Supennarket, it was Fathi Yusuf, first and Waleed Hamed, second. 

I 0. When the supermarket was being built, Mohammad Hamed was renting his house in 

Estate Carlton had no property to put up, he did not own any property. However, as the 

supermarket business became more profitable, Mohammad Harned was able to buy the 

plaee he wes renting in Estate Carlton. Mohammad Hamed now owns three (3) homes 

that I know about: 1) the house in Estate Carlton; 2) A house in the Westbank; and 3) a 

house in Irbid, Jordan, where my niece who married Mohammad Hamad's nephew lives. 

The house in Jordan he bought as a 2-story house then he added an additional level to 

make it three stories. I have been to all three homes. 

11. I was surprised that Fathi Yusuf wanted to sell, when both families were doing well with 

the supennarket business. For example, Mohammad Hamed was later able to buy an 

Olive Fann in the Westbank, about 5 acres. That Olive Fann is fully planted with olive 

trees that were producing Olive Oil. 

12. I know the supennarket was doing well for both families for the Hameds were able to 

open stock and operate the Five (5) Comers Mini-Mart store. I know that store was 

operated by Mohammad Hamed's nephews, Frankie Asad and Mike Abukais Quayyas. 

13. I know the supennarket was doing well because all the Hamed sons now have their own 

homes. The Hameds only work at the Supennarket so the Supermarket business had to 

be doing well because I know that Waleed Hamed had brought a land overlooking the 

Estate Rattan and Estate Princess area, to build his home, but later brought a home on the 

East End, in Estate Southgate. 

14. I know the Hameds also brought a duplex and property in Estate Carlton. The duplex 

was brought with two apartments ~nd then they added three (3) other buildings with two 

(2) apartments each. 

Page 2 of 4 
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Yusuf, Fat hi et. al., v. Waleed Hamed et. ol. 
Civil No. SX-l2-CV-370 
A/fldovlt 

15. It was because I know the supennarket business was so doing well that I was really 
surprised to learn that Fathi wanted to sell the business. I asked Fathi Yusuf several 
times, "Fathi you doing well in the business, why do you want to sell" and he repeatedly 
told me that it was time to split up, because the families were getting too big. 

16. It was not until I was asked to help settle a dispute between Waleed and, that I realized 
that there was a money problem between the families. At first all I knew was that Fathi 
was asking Waleed to explain about some money, and he was not getting an answer from 
Waleed. 

17. I along with other family members, and close business• friends were asked to mediate a 
serious dispute Fathi Yusuf had with Waleed Hamed and Mohammed Hamed regarding 
monies taken from the business without his knowledge. 

J 8. By the time of the first meeting to mediate, it was my understanding that the Hameds had 
agreed to tum-over two (2) properties to Mr. Yusuf, for what he had discovered so far: 
$1.4 million, for the $2 million transfer, including the $700K that Mohammad Hamed 
agreed he received for the Batch Plant, and to cover what was spent on Waleed's 

' gambling habit. 

19. We called Waleed after Mr. Yusuf had agreed to settle the dispute for the two properties 
for what he had discovered, we called Waleed who came in and we told him of the 
agreement and we shook hands, and everyone left. Later that night, before 24 hours past, 
Mr. Yusuf called and asked, if I find anything else, can he ask for it, and I said no the 
agreement covers everything, even what he doesn't know about right now, and Mr. Yusuf 
said no, that the agreement was for what he knew now, not for anything else he finds. 
Then there was no more agreement. 

20. There were other meetings to discuss splitting up the business, and there were discussions 
about the Yusuf family drawing $1.3 million and the Hamed family drawing $2.9 million. 
In trying to put together a settlement, Baker and Khaled Ali stated that Waleed had 
agreed that he owed Mr. Yusuf$ 1.6, and that he was going to pay that money. 

21. Finally, at one the last meetings, Mr. Yusuf said that if the Hameds transferred a third 
piece of property that would settle everything about the unauthorized monies, whatever 
he knows and he would not do any more searching for monies he did not know about. 

22. Mr. Yusuf said he cannot work with the Hameds and that they still had to sell business 
and to divide up the business and go their separate ways 

Page 3 of 4 
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Yusuf, Foth/ et. of, v. Woleed Hamed et.al. 
Civll/W:i SX· JHV,370 
Affidavit 

SUBSCRIBED A D S~R TO before me 

on thisQ' ;sf-day orJJl/it-L.L- - 20 14· 

K. Glenda Cam.er.an 
Commission Number LNP 010-09 

Expiration I? te: ~ i~ ;· ~;,~01,7 
•" ' I() l.,' , l I . I • 

~--7~ 
MOHAMMAD HANNUN 
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ACT NO. 6 9 4
BILL NO. 27-0036

TWENTY- SEVENTH LEGISLATURE OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

Regular Session

2007

An Act rezoning Parcel No. 2 Remainder, Estate Charlotte Amalie, No 3 New Quarter,
St. fliomas, from R -2 (Residential -Low Density - One and Two Family Dwelling) to C
(Commercial)

-o--

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the Virgin Islands:

SECTION 1, Pursuant to title 29 Virgin Islands Code, chapter 3, section 238,
subsection (d) Official Zoning Map No. STZ -10 for the island of St. Thomas is amended
by changing the zoning designation for Parcel No. 2 Remainder, Estate Charlotte Amalie.
No. 3 New Quarter, St. Thomas, consisting of approximately 9.438. U.S. acres, from R -2
(Residential -Low Density - One and Two Family Dwelling)) to C (Commercial).

Thus passed by the Legislature of the Virgin Islands on March 20, 2007.

Witnessed our (lands and Seal of the Legislature of the Virgin Islands this
Day of March, A.D., 2007.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX 

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, 

Case No.: SX-2012-CV-370 

Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant,

       vs.  

FATHI YUSUF and UNITED CORPORATION 

ACTION FOR DAMAGES,
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND 
DECLARATORY RELIEF 

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

       vs.  

WALEED HAMED, WAHEED HAMED, MUFEED 
HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and PLESSEN 
ENTERPRISES, INC.,  

       Counterclaim Defendants, 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Consolidated with

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, Plaintiff, 

        vs.  

Case No.: SX-2014-CV-287 

UNITED CORPORATION, Defendant.

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, Plaintiff 

        vs.  
 

FATHI YUSUF, Defendant. 

Consolidated with

Case No.: SX-2014-CV-278 

FATHI YUSUF, Plaintiff, 

        vs.  
 

MOHAMMAD A. HAMED TRUST, et al, 

        Defendants. 

Consolidated with 

Case No.: ST-17-CV-384 

KAC357 Inc., Plaintiff, 

        vs.  
 

HAMED/YUSUF PARTNERSHIP, 

        Defendant. 

Consolidated with 

Case No.: ST-18-CV-219 

EXHIBIT 15 -- DECLARATION 
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Declaration  
Page 2 
 

1. The undersigned is an attorney admitted to the practice of law in the USVI, Bar No. 

48. 

2. This Declaration is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, and is made 

under oath. 

3. The statements herein are provided in support Hamed’s Motion for Partial 

Summary Judgment. 

4. The attached document was supplied to counsel by Waheed (“Wally”) Hamed at 

the request of counsel as a true and authentic copy, as follows: 

5. Hamed stated that in response to counsel’s requests for documents related to this 

the intended use of this parcel for this motion, he recalled and reviewed the 

legislative Act re-zoning the major parcel discussed herein to commercial use. 

6. Hamed stated that the second application for re-zoning included documents 

supplied to the Senate which showed the subject parcel as an entrance, as testified 

to by Fathi Yusuf, such as the Site Plan submitted to show the planned premises. 

Dated: November 20, 2019    A 

Carl J. Hartmann III, Esq. 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff 
5000 Estate Coakley Bay, L6 
Christiansted, Vl 00820 
Email: carl@carlhartmann.com  
Tele: (340) 719-8941 

 

       
 



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX 

 
MOHAMMED HAMED by His Authorized )
Agent WALEED HAMED, )
                                    ) 
 Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant,  ) 
                                    ) 
       vs.                          ) Case No. SX-12-CV-370      
                                    )  
FATHI YUSUF and UNITED CORPORATION, )
                                    ) 
 Defendants/Counterclaimants,       ) 
                                    ) 
       vs.                          ) 
                                    ) 
WALEED HAMED, WAHEED HAMED, MUFEED  ) 
HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and PLESSEN    ) 
ENTERPRISES, INC.,                  ) 
                                    ) 
 Additional Counterclaim Defendants.) 
 
            THE VIDEOTAPED ORAL DEPOSITION OF FATHI YUSUF 

was taken on the 2nd day of April, 2014, at the Law Offices 

of Adam Hoover, 2006 Eastern Suburb, Christiansted, 

St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, between the hours of 

9:17 a.m. and 4:16 p.m., pursuant to Notice and Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. 

                    ____________________ 
 

 
Reported by: 

 
Cheryl L. Haase 

Registered Professional Reporter 
Caribbean Scribes, Inc. 

2132 Company Street, Suite 3 
Christiansted, St. Croix  U.S.V.I. 

(340) 773-8161 
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Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773-8161

FATHI YUSUF -- DIRECT

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going off record at 10:57.

(Short recess taken.) 

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:  Going back on record at

11:12.

Q.   (Mr. Holt)  Mr. Yusuf, I think you'd finished with

your last answer.

A. I think so, yes.

Q. Okay.  But if you recall something that you wanted

to say, always feel free to say it.  Okay?

A. Thank you very much for the offer.

Q. You know, I asked a question, but I asked it

wrong, but didn't there come a time when you and Mohammad

Hamed sat down within the last year and a half and tried to

resolve things by -- he talked about it a little bit in his

deposition about the giving of properties and things of that

nature.  

Do you recall that?

A. Much more than a year and a half.

Q. Can you tell me about that?

A. Can you come up with question, or you want to come

up with a story?

Q. I can -- I actually like the way you tell the

story, but I'll tell you what I've -- what I've heard, and

then you can correct what I've heard.  

That the two of you met to try to resolve all
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Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773-8161

FATHI YUSUF -- DIRECT

the differences between you and yourself, the Hamed family,

and Wally in particular.

A. Yes. 

Q. And that he offered two or three properties, and

you agreed to take one or something like that.  And, you

know, I never really quite --

A. I can comment on that.

Q. Okay.  Please.

A. I -- we met, and after I tell him my story of what

I know at that time, he say, What do you want?  I say, I'll

take two property for what I discover so far.  He say,

Which?  I give him the description of the property, one in

Jordan and one at Tutu Park.  The one in Jordan, I pay one

million two, approximate.  The one at Tutu Park, I paid

1 million for it.  1,000,350, I believe.  It's two pieces at

Tutu Park, but we call it one piece.  One-half an acre as an

entrance, and 9.31 as the major piece of property.

He say, You can have it.  And after they say

it, the man come up front after I tell him my story, and he

was very generous to say, You can have it.  And we kept

talking, as a family.  After all, we are family, as you

mentioned over and over in your correspondence.  We are

family at that time, and we have a very high respect for

each other, even though, up to now we still have high

respect to each other, and I told him, No, one is enough.
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Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773-8161

FATHI YUSUF -- DIRECT

But we kept talking.

And when we kept talking, you know, whatever

what he was saying, it doesn't add up.  So I went to the

store, I take a look, and I analyze the bank statement of

what he was saying.  I say, Man, after that, this man would

not even tell me the truth, unfortunate?  So immediately I

told Wally, Do me a favor, Wally.  You was present.  Go back

to your father and tell him, No, I wanted the two piece of

property.

That's the same day.  Not even, as soon as we

get to the store, it take me about half an hour to take a

look of what he was talking about.  Unfortunate, I have

found it's impossible what he was talking about, it could be

true.  And I say, Come on, man.  You know?  And -- and he

went home that night.  He told his father.  The next day he

come to work, I say, Did you tell your father?  He said,

Yes.  I said, Fine.

That's it.

Q. Okay.  You done?

A. Done.

Q. Okay.  On the property in Jordan, you say that

there was 1.2 million paid for that.  I take it that was

purchased with the money, joint money from the supermarket?

A. Money, yes.  I own 50 percent, they own 50. 

Q. Okay.  And did you ever get a deed to that
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Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773-8161

FATHI YUSUF -- DIRECT

property?

A. No.  I have a contract.

Q. So if I went over to Jordan and did a title

search -- I don't even know if they do that -- it would show

the property's still in both your names?

A. Yes.

Q. And the Tutu Park property, is that also called

Ft. Milner, as well?

A. Yeah, it's Ft. Milner or Tutu.  It's Ft. Milner, I

believe.

Q. Okay.  And one is a 9-acre parcel?

A. 9.31.

Q. Then the other one is like a half-acre parcel?

A. It's about .53, if I recall.  

Q. Okay.

A. Not too sure exactly.

Q. And -- and both of those properties were supposed

to belong 50 percent to you and 50 percent to Hamed?

A. Up to the time he give me his word, it was 50/50.

After that, I would assume all is mine.

Q. Okay.  So, and what I'm trying to get at is I know

there's a half-acre piece in United, that's in the name of

United?

A. Yes.

Q. But that was actually purchased with --
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Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773-8161

FATHI YUSUF -- DIRECT

A. This is part of the --

Q. Bigger piece?

A. -- of the one he pledge to settle the number I

give him at our first meeting.

Q. Okay.  And both of those, the smaller piece and

the bigger piece, were purchased with money from the

supermarket, so they're 50/50.

A. That's correct.

Q. Okay.  And, you know, you keep referring back to

the testimony yesterday of Mr. Mohammad Hamed.

Did you hear him say anything that you think

is incorrect or untruthful?

A. A lot, unfortunate.  A lot of what he say, I don't

agree with.

Q. Okay.  Let me come back to that.

All right.  So getting back to the exhibit in

front of you, I'm just going to read you two more clauses

and then we'll be done with this one.  

The third -- the third clause from the bottom

says, Whereas the partners have shared profits, losses,

deductions, credits and cash --

A. Excuse me.  Where -- where it says that?  What

page?

Q. The page you're on, right there.

A. This?
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Counselors For Advocating and Law
Wasfi Al- Tal Str., Youbeel Circle,
Al -Kafjy Complex, 2 "d Entrance, 3`d Floor
Tel. : 009626 5535464/5535414
Fax : 5535965, P.O.B. 2323 code 11910 Jordan

Written Declaration and Undertaking
I, the undersigned Mohammad Abdel Qader Asad Hamed, Jordanian
nationality, holder of National No. (0933101975), whereas I own 24120 shares
out of 46800 shares of the total shares in piece of land No. (310), basin 6,
Huwaijer, Tabarbour Village, of east Amman lands, declare, while in full sound
mental powers, that I received the price of my share in the mentioned land from
Mr. Fathi Yusuf Mohamad Yusuf, Jordanian nationality, holder of National No.
(9411 01 3460), hence the said Mr. Fathi has the right to dispose of my shares
in full similar to the acts of owner's disposal of his property as of the date of
signing this declaration and I undertake not to make any legal disposals in my
sold shares such as lease and /or mortgage and /or sale, and and /or any acts and
or, benefit contracts with third parties and undertake to transfer the ownership
of the sold share at the competent Lands Department as soon as possible or
execute an irrevocable power of attorney to Mr. Fathi or third parties as
deemed appropriate in due course and undertake also to appear before the
courts and /or official departments and /or official and /or national departments
so as to serve the interest of the buyer Mr. Fathi and as he deems fit and that all
the financial rights and /or compensations which may rise out of the
expropriation imposed on the piece of land subject of this declaration and
which may be adjudged by the court are an acquired right in favour of Mr.
Fathi and I recommend my folks and legal heirs after me not to oppose Mr.
Fathi in the said land due to his right in it and I have signed this declaration in
three originals whilst enjoying my full mental power that are legitimately and
legally considered and drop my right to claim the falsehood of the declaration
and /or the circumstances surrounding the execution of this declaration and/or
any rebut arising from or relating to this declaration and /or its applications.

Executed on 18/7/2011.

Witness Witness Declarant,
(Signed) (Signed) Quadriple Name: Mohammad Abdel Qader Asad Hamed

Signature : (Signed)

(Counselors for Advocating & Law organized before me
and with my knowledge. Executed on: the twelveth of
July in the year of two thousand and eleven) Seal of Counselors for
Lawyer : (Signed) Advocating and Law

HAM D639549
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX

MOHAMMED HAMED by His Authorized
Agent WALEED HAMED,

Plaintiff /Counterclaim Defendant, )

vs. ) Case No. SX -12 -CV -370
Volume 2

FATHI YUSUF and UNITED CORPORATION, )

Defendants /Counterclaimants, )

)

vs. )

)

WALEED HAMED, WAHEED HAMED, MUFEED )

HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and PLESSEN )

ENTERPRISES, INC., )

Additional Counterclaim Defendants.)

THE VIDEOTAPED ORAL DEPOSITION OF MOHANMAD HAMED

was taken on the 1st day of April, 2014, at the Law Offices

of Adam Hoover, 2006 Eastern Suburb, Christiansted,

St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, between the hours of

9:12 a.m. and 5:13 p.m. pursuant to Notice and Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure.

Reported by:

Cheryl L. Haase
Registered Professional Reporter

Caribbean Scribes, Inc.
2132 Company Street, Suite 3

Christiansted, St. Croix U.S.V.I.
(340) 773 -8161

HAM D600050
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APPEARANCES

A-P-P-E-A-R-A-N-C-E-S

For the Plaintiff /Counterclaim Defendant:

Law Offices of
Joel H. Holt
2132 Company Street
Suite 2
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820

By: Joel H. Holt

and

Law Offices of
Carl Hartmann, III
5000 Estate Coakley Bay, #L6
Christiansted, U.S. Virgin Islands 00820

By: Hartmann, III

For the Defendant /Counterclaimants

Law Offices of
Dudley, Topper & Feuerzeig
P.O. Box 756
Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas
U.S. Virgin Islands 00804

By: Gregory H. Hodges

and

Law Offices of
Nizar A. DeWood
2006 Eastern Suburbs, Suite 101
Christiansted, VI 00830

By: Nizar A. DeWood

Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773 -8161
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For Waleed Hamed:

Law Offices of
Eckard, P.C.
P.O. Box 24849
Christiansted, VI 00824

By: Mark W. Eckard

For Fathi Yusuf:

Law Offices of
K. Glenda Cameron
2006 Eastern Suburb, Suite 101
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820

By: K. Glenda Cameron

Also Present:

Josiah Wynans, Videographer
Hatim Yusuf, Interpreter
Kim Japinga
Waleed Hamed
Hisham Hamed
Mufeed Hamed
Maher Yusuf
Fathi Yusuf

Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773 -8161
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MOHANM AD HAMED -- DIRECT

Q. (Mr. Hodges) Okay. In fact, your son Waleed has

never explained the -- the facts to you, has he?

MR. HARTMANN: Object. Asked and answered.

THE INTERPRETER: Yes.

Q. (Mr. Hodges) Okay.

THE INTERPRETER: "La," meaning he did not.

He did not, is the way I understand it.

MR. DEWOOD: Did not what?

MR. HODGES: He did not explain it.

Q. (Mr. Hodges) Mr. Hamed, given the 25 -plus years

that your -- you and Mr. Yusuf have -- have worked together

in the store, why haven't you taken the time to make sure

you understand what the facts are with respect to this

$2.7 million dispute?

MR. HARTMANN: Object as to form. Object,

argumentative.

A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Work, work, work, work, day

and night.

THE INTERPRETER: Okay. I can only translate

or interpret what he said.

He's saying -- he said that they come from

the same area, they are farmers, and that, you know, he was

responsible for bringing them here. When they arrived here,

they came to his home. He welcomed them, and -- and helped

them out, and -- and over the years, he established a

Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773 -8161
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MOHANM AD HAMED -- DIRECT

business, a grocery business, and when he made some money,

there came a time when -- when Mr. Fathi Yusuf was going to

build a shopping center. It's a long story, and that, you

know, most of their time has been working, working, and

there's really -- there hasn't been a time that they could

sit and talk.

Q. (Mr. Hodges) In the past two years, isn't that

right?

A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Okay. Go ahead.

THE INTERPRETER: He said, I begged him to

sit and -- and -- and -- so we can finish this, and in

Jordan, we -- we -- we, in my house, we met, and I was

giving him -- (speaking in Arabic).

He asked for two pieces of --

A. Just one I want.

THE INTERPRETER: -- he had asked for two

pieces of property in Jordan. He told him, I'd sign for --

for them, no problem. Later, he came -- meaning Mr. Fathi

Yusuf -- and told him, You've kicked me in my stomach. It's

a term of, in other words, he was willing to accept, as I

understand, one piece of property instead of two. (Speaking

in Arabic.)

Next day, he came back and asked for the

other piece of property.

Q. (Mr. Hodges) But my question, Mr. Hamed, is that

Cheryl L. Haase
(340) 773 -8161
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CERTIFICATE

C-E-R-T-I-F-I-C-A-T-E

I, CHERYL L. HAASE, a Registered Professional Reporter

and Notary Public No. NP- 158 -03 for the U.S. Virgin Islands,

Christiansted, St. Croix, do hereby certify that the above

and named witness, MOHAMMAD HAMED, was first duly sworn to

testify the truth; that said witness did thereupon testify

as is set forth; that the answers of said witness to the

oral interrogatories propounded by counsel were taken by me

in Stenotype and thereafter reduced to typewriting under my

personal direction and supervision.

I further certify that the facts stated in the caption

hereto are true; and that all of the proceedings in the

course of the hearing of said deposition are correctly and

accurately set forth herein.

I further certify that I am not counsel, attorney or

relative of either party, nor financially or otherwise

interested in the event of this suit.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand as such

Certified Court Reporter on this the 21st day of April,

2014, at Christiansted, St. Croix, United States Virgin

Islands.

Cheryl L. Haase, RPR
My Commission Expires 2/10/16

HAM D600252
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(For Correspondence Only
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Counselors For Advocating and Law

Collection Voucher
"JD 150"

Date : 17/7/2011 No.: 2669

Received from Mr. Fathi Mohamad Yusuf the sum of one hundred and
fifty Dinars only in cash in consideration of verbal and written
consultations in consideration of payment and preparing a written
undertaking for piece of land No. (310) Tabarbour of East Amman
Lands.

Receiver's Signature
(Signed)

IRANSLA'11ON

DAR UTTARJA]

O.T.MUSLIII
6 ocroupR
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,Jabal Al- Husain
Sukayna 'Commercial Complex
Eastern Entrance, 1st Floor,

,Office No 10
Telefax ( + 962 -6) 5689459
Tel. ( + 962 -6) 5658604
(For Correspondence Only
P. O. B. 343 Zarka 13110 Jordan )
E-Mailaranslationli@nets.com.jo
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DAR UTTARJAMA
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Counselors For Advocating and Law

Collection Voucher
"JD 250"

Date : 28/11/2012 No.: 2344

Received from Mr. Fathi Mohamad Yusuf the sum of two hundred and
fifty Dinars only in cash in consideration of verbal and written
consultations.

Receiver's Signature
(Signed)

TRANSLATION HOUSE

DAR LI'I'AR,IAh9A

O.T. \IUS .III,

61IIO(TO1Bl:R 2016

HAM D639552



J4 11 Al- 'Husaip
Sukayn,a Cgmmercial Complex
Eastern Entrance, 1st Floor,
Office No. 10
Telefax ( + 962 -6) 5689459
Tel. ( + 962 -6) 5658604
(For Correspondence Only
P. 0. B. 343 Zarka 13110 Jordan )
E-Mail:translationh@nets.com.jo

TRANSLATION HOUSE
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JAMAL Abu Doush
Real Estate Office

Office Fees Details

Fees for issuing power of attorneys regarding all plots of land
amounting in total to twenty four plots of land.
Fees for power of attorneys regarding all plots of lands.
Obtaining title deeds for all plots of lands together with fees.
Obtaining land plans for all plots of lands.
Obtaining zoning plans together with fees.
Fees for executing power of attorneys for confirming transactions
of power of attorney at the Lands & Survey Department in all the
registration departments affiliated with this Department.

- Fees for implementing sale transactions for all the plots of lands at
all registration departments.

- Charges for estimation of land plots and field inspections.

Grand total fees : JD 20,000 (Twenty thousand Dinars)
which amount to US$ 28,368.00

All transactions were carried out in the year 2011.
The title of half of the shares of Mr. Mohammad Abdel Qader
Asad Hamed were transferred to the benefit of : Fathi Yusuf
Mohamad Yusuf

All costs were paid by Mr. Fathi Yusuf Mohamad Yusuf

General Manager of Office
Jamal Mousa Abu Doush

(Signed)

Sweifieh- Hamra St- Marmara Center- Close to Boston Restaurant
Tel : 00962 5855479, Fax : 00962 5855497,
Mob. : 00962 79 5457541
Email : Jamal -abudoush- R- E- O@yahoo.com

HAM D639553
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Counselors For Advocating and Law
Wasfi Al- Tal Str., Youbeel Circle,
Al -Kafjy Complex, 2 "d Entrance, 3`d Floor
Tel. : 009626 5535464/5535414
Fax : 5535965, P.O.B. 2323 code 11910 Jordan

Written Declaration and Undertaking
I, the undersigned Mohammad Abdel Qader Asad Hamed, Jordanian
nationality, holder of National No. (0933101975), whereas I own 24120 shares
out of 46800 shares of the total shares in piece of land No. (310), basin 6,
Huwaijer, Tabarbour Village, of east Amman lands, declare, while in full sound
mental powers, that I received the price of my share in the mentioned land from
Mr. Fathi Yusuf Mohamad Yusuf, Jordanian nationality, holder of National No.
(9411 01 3460), hence the said Mr. Fathi has the right to dispose of my shares
in full similar to the acts of owner's disposal of his property as of the date of
signing this declaration and I undertake not to make any legal disposals in my
sold shares such as lease and /or mortgage and /or sale, and and /or any acts and
or, benefit contracts with third parties and undertake to transfer the ownership
of the sold share at the competent Lands Department as soon as possible or
execute an irrevocable power of attorney to Mr. Fathi or third parties as
deemed appropriate in due course and undertake also to appear before the
courts and /or official departments and /or official and /or national departments
so as to serve the interest of the buyer Mr. Fathi and as he deems fit and that all
the financial rights and /or compensations which may rise out of the
expropriation imposed on the piece of land subject of this declaration and
which may be adjudged by the court are an acquired right in favour of Mr.
Fathi and I recommend my folks and legal heirs after me not to oppose Mr.
Fathi in the said land due to his right in it and I have signed this declaration in
three originals whilst enjoying my full mental power that are legitimately and
legally considered and drop my right to claim the falsehood of the declaration
and /or the circumstances surrounding the execution of this declaration and/or
any rebut arising from or relating to this declaration and /or its applications.

Executed on 18/7/2011.

Witness Witness Declarant,
(Signed) (Signed) Quadriple Name: Mohammad Abdel Qader Asad Hamed

Signature : (Signed)

(Counselors for Advocating & Law organized before me
and with my knowledge. Executed on: the twelveth of
July in the year of two thousand and eleven) Seal of Counselors for
Lawyer : (Signed) Advocating and Law

HAM D639549
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS 
DIVISION OF ST. CROIX 

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, 

Case No.: SX-2012-CV-370 

Plaintiff/Counterclaim Defendant,

       vs.  

FATHI YUSUF and UNITED CORPORATION 

ACTION FOR DAMAGES,
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND 
DECLARATORY RELIEF 

Defendants and Counterclaimants.

       vs.  

WALEED HAMED, WAHEED HAMED, MUFEED 
HAMED, HISHAM HAMED, and PLESSEN 
ENTERPRISES, INC.,  

       Counterclaim Defendants, 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Consolidated with

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, Plaintiff, 

        vs.  

Case No.: SX-2014-CV-287 

UNITED CORPORATION, Defendant.

WALEED HAMED, as the Executor of the Estate 
of MOHAMMAD HAMED, Plaintiff 

        vs.  
 

FATHI YUSUF, Defendant. 

Consolidated with

Case No.: SX-2014-CV-278 

FATHI YUSUF, Plaintiff, 

        vs.  
 

MOHAMMAD A. HAMED TRUST, et al, 

        Defendants. 

Consolidated with 

Case No.: ST-17-CV-384 

KAC357 Inc., Plaintiff, 

        vs.  
 

HAMED/YUSUF PARTNERSHIP, 

        Defendant. 

Consolidated with 

Case No.: ST-18-CV-219 

EXHIBIT 13 -- DECLARATION 
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Declaration 
Page 2 

1. The undersigned is an attorney admitted to the practice of law in the USVI, Bar No. 

48.

2. This Declaration is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, and is made 

under oath.

3. The statements herein are provided in support of Hamed’s H-142 Motion 

for Summary Judgment.

4. I have examined and I have also had paralegals examine the record of evidence 

and exhibits (filed and unfiled) in this case. There are no subsequent writings or 

financial records which even mention any second agreement or writing as to the 

transfer by Hamed to Yusuf or United of the Tutu half-acre parcel. No such 

agreement or writing is mentioned in any deed, document, communication, writing 

or other item of evidence we have been able to locate with diligent and extensive 

efforts. 

Dated: January 22, 2020 A
Carl J. Hartmann III, Esq. 
Co-Counsel for Plaintiff 
5000 Estate Coakley Bay, L6 
Christiansted, Vl 00820 
Email: carl@carlhartmann.com 
Tele: (340) 719-8941 
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Plaza Extra - Acquisition
Year End: December 31, 2010
Trial balance Report

0203 -1

Account Annotation Rep 12/09 Prelim Adj's Rep

14900031 Land No. 2 4 Rem. Est Ch 330,000.00 330,000.00 4 0.00 330,000.00

151 Land - cost 644,664.00 644,664.00 0.00 644,664.00

15500030 Building 1,261,480.00 1,261,480.00 0.00 1,261,480.00

15600010 Building 5,600,127.00 5,600,127.00 v 0.00 5,600,127.00

15600020 Building 1,688,559.00 1,688,559.00 0.00 1,688,559.00

15900010 Security 199,265.00 199,265..00 1"-_, 0.00 199,265.00

15900020 Security 95,181.00 95,181.00 0.00 95,181.00

153.100 Buildings & Improvements - 8,844,612.00 8,844,612.00 0.00 8,844,612.00

16000010 Accum. Depr. F &F (138,153.00) (144,453.00) v 0.00 (144,453.00)

16000030 Accum. Depr. F &F (10Q.00) (100.00) v 0.00 (100.00)

16200010 Accum. Depr. C &E (4,708,028.00) (4,708,028.00) 0.00 (4,708,028.00)

16200020 Accum. Depr. C &E (2,247,461.00) (2,266,361.00) v 0.00 (2,266,361.00)

16300010 Accum. Depr. Auto (55,906.00) (60,106.00) v 0.00 (60,106.00)

16300020 Accr. Depr. Auto (41,440.00) (45,640.00) 0.00 (45,640.00)

16500030 AccUm. Depr. Bldg (1,398,974.00) (1,430,474.00) 0.00 (1,430,474.00)

16600010 Accum. Depr. Bldg (2,175,395.00) (2,292,995.00) 0.00 (2,292,995.00)

16600020 Accum. Depr. Bldg (679,809.00) (707,109.00) 0.00 (707,109.00)

16900010 Accum. Depr. Security (165,839.00) (165,839.00) V 0.00 (165,839.00)

154 Buildings - accumulated depreci. (11,611,105.00) (11,821,105.00) 0.00 (11,821,105.00)

15100010 Auto Equipment 132,606.00 132,606.00 A 0.00 132,606.00

15100020 Auto Equipment 25,800.00 25,800.00 0.00 25,800.00

157.100 Vehicles - Cost 158,406.00 158,406.00 0.00 158,406.00

15000010 Furniture & Fixtures 125,872.00 155,973.00 0.00 155,973.00

15000020 Furniture & Fixtures 53,187.00 63,967.00 ''^ 0.00 63,967.00

15000030 Furniture & Fixtures 100.00 100.00 </ 0.00 100.00

159.100 Furniture and fixtures - cost 179,159.00 220,040.00 0.00 220,040.00

15200010 Computers & Equipment 4,862,404.00 4,862,404.00 v 0.00 4,862,404.00

15200020 Computers & Equipment 2,208,229:00 2,208,229.00 v 0.00 2,208,229.00

161.100 Computer equipment - cost 7,070,633.00 7,070,633.00 0.00 7,070,633.00
,.

13500010 Deposits Utilities 20,001.00 20,001.00 0.00 20,001.00

13500020 Deposits Utilities 37,962.00 37,962.00 0.00 37,962.00

180 Prepaids /Deferreds - Long Term 57,963.00 57,963.00 0.00 57,963.00

12000020 NR Intercompany St. Cro 1,532,472.00 1,532,472.00 0.00 1,532,472:00

12010010 A/R Intercompany St. Tho 17,445,409.00 17,445,409.00 0.00 17,445,409.00

12010030 A/R Intercompany St. Cro 196,382.00 196,382.00 0.00 196,382.00

12050000 Intercompany Elimination (9,774,263.00) (9,774,263.00) 0.00 (9,774,263.00)

23980020 A/P Intercompany St. Cro (17,445,409.00) (18,645,409.00) L/1,200,000.00 (17,445,409.00)

24000010 NP Intercompany St. Tho (1,532,472.00) (1,532,472.00) c/ 0.00 (1,532,472.00)

24010010 NP Intercompany Tenant (196,382.00) (196,382:00V 0.00 (196,382.00)

24050000 Intercompany Elimination 9,774,263.00 9,774,263.00 1/ 0.00 9,774,263.00

190 Intercompany Accounts 0.00 (1,200,000.00) 1,200,000.00 0.00

20500010 Accounts Payable Trade (2,739,043.00) (2,562,190.00) ,/ 0.00 (2,562,190.00)

09/08/2011
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Plaza Extra - Acquisition
Year End: December 31,2010
Trial balance Report

0203-1

Account Annotation Rep 12109 Prelim Adj's Rep

14900031 Land No.24 Rem. EstCh
151 Land - cost

15500030 Building
156m010 BuiHhg
15600020 Building
15900010 Secu$$
15900020 Security
153.100 Buildings & lmprovements- |

16000010 Accum. Depr. F&F
1600O030 Accum. D,epr. F&F
1620Q010 Amum. Depr. C&E
16200020 Accum. Depr. C&E
16300010 Accum. Depr. Auto
16300020 Accr. Depr. Auto
16500030 Accum. Depr. Bldg
16600010 Accum. Depr. Bldg
16600020 Accum. Depr. Bldg
16900010 Accum. Depr. Security
154 Buildings - accumulated deprcci;

15100010 Auto Equipment
1 51 00020 Auto Equipment
157.100 Vehiclee - Cost

15000010 Fumiture & Fixtures
16000020 Fumiturc & Fixturcs
15000030 Furniture & Fixtures
159,100 Furniture-and fixturcs : cost

15200010 Computers & Equipment
15200020 Computers & Equipment
161.100 Computer equipment - cost

1 3500010 Deposits Utilities
13500020 Deposits Utilities
180 Prcpaidsfl]eferrcds - Long Term

12000020 A/R lntercompany St. Cro
12010010 A/R Intercompany St. Tho
1201003! A/R lntercompany St. Cro
12050000 Int€rcompany Elimination .
23980020 A/P Intercompany St Cro
24000010 A/P Intercompany SL Tho
2401Co10 NP lntercompany Tenant
24050000 Intercompany Elimination
190 InbrcompanyAccounts

2050O01 0 Accounts Payable Tradd

(7O7JO9.OO\{ o.oo
(1 65,839.00 ) /______O.n

(fi,821,105.00) 0.00

132,606.00 / 0.00
2g,B0o.oo /______o.oo

158,406.00 0.00

'155.973.00 r' 0,00
63,967.00 ./ 0.00

'foo.oo 4_____gno
220,040,00 0.00

4,862,40/'.00 v 0.00
2,208,229.00 t/_____ 0.00
7,070,633.00 0.00

20,001.00v 0.00
37,,962.00 r'______o.OO
57,963.00 0.00

't,5s2/l72.00v 
, O.O0

17,45,409.00 / 0.00

330,000.00
644,664.00'

1,26{,480.00
5,600,127.00
1,688,559.00

199,265.00
95,181.00

9,844'612.00

(138,153.00)
(109.00)

(4,708,028.00)
(2,247,461.OO)

(55,906.00)
(41,440.00)

(1,398,974.00)
(2,175,395.00)

(679,809.00)
(165;839.00)

(fl,61t,105.00)

't32,606.00

25,800.00
158,406.00

125,872.00
53,187.00

100.00
179,159.00

4,862,40/'.00
2,2OE,2zgt00
7,070,633.00

20,001.00
37,962.00
57,963.00

1,532,472.00
17,445,499.00

196,382.00
(9,774,263.00)

(17,44s,409.00)
(1,532,472.001

(196,382.00)
9,774,263.00

0.00

(2,739,043.00)

$o,obo.oo {
644,664.00

1,261,480.00 v

5,600,127.00 v

330,000,00
644,664.00

l'261"180;00
5,600,127.00
1,688,559.00

199,265.00
95,181.00

9,944,612.O0

{144,453.00}
({o0.oo)

(4,708,028.00)
(2,266,361.00)

(60,106.00)
(45;6a0.00)

11A30/.74.ffi1
(2,292,995.00)

(707,109.00)
(165,039.f90)

(11,821,{05:00)

132,606.00
.21i900i00
158"106.00

155,973.00
63, 07.00

100.i00
220,0rm.00

4,862,84.00
z,?g&1?gr90
7,070,633.00

.ft"

20,00{.o0
3?rQF2.0-0
57,963.00

1,532A72;A0
11,445AO9:O0

t96;382,00
19,774,263.001

(lz,l+546t o0,
(1,592,472.001

(1,96,382,00)
9,774,263.00

0.00

(2,562,190.00)

0.00

1,68S/559.00 1''?2'?2?l2i

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0095.181.00

E,844,6'!2.(x'

(144,A5i.00) '-

(100.00) tz
(4,708,028.00) v

(2,266,361,001t/
(60,106.00) u,
(45,640.00) v

(,$A,474.00)v
(2,292,995.001r'

196.382.00 I
(9,774,263.00),/

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

(1 8,A$,409.00 ) v 1,200,000.00
(i,s32;,472.o0) v o.oo

(1'96,382.001( 0.00
9,77 4,263.00 /_______9.00_

(1,200,000.00) 1,200,000.00

(2,562j90.00) ,/ 0.00
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Page: 1 of 1
United Corporation

Balance Sheet - Plaza Extra STT
December 31, 2012

ASSETS

Current Assets
105000-20 Scotia - TeleCheck STT $ 107,890.35
105100-20 Scotia - Operating STT 20,106.91
105200-20 Scotia - Payroll STT 10,523.05
105300-20 Banco Popular - CC STT 306,646.08
111000-20 Cash Room 10,000.00
112000-20 Cash - Registers 5,000.00
113000-20 Cash - STT Safe 61,000.00
128000-20 Inventory - St. Thomas 2,008,308.64
131000-20 Prepaid Property/Hurricane Ins 63,398.58

Total Current Assets 2,592,873.61

Property and Equipment
149000-20 Land - Est Char Ama 330,000.00
150000-20 Furniture & Fixtures 2,247,158.00
151000-20 Auto Equipment 25,800.00
156000-20 Building 4,188,558.00
159000-20 Security 95,180.00
162000-20 Accum Depreciation (4,092,580.00)

Total Property and Equipment 2,794,116.00

Other Assets
185000-20 Deposits - Utilities 37,962.40

Total Other Assets 37,962.40

Total Assets $ 5,424,952.01

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Current Liabilities
205000-20 Accounts Payable - Trade $ 1,852,242.80
214500-20 Due to Stockholders 186,819.33
218600-20 AFLAC W/H & Payable 2,228.35
220000-20 Accrued Gross Receipts Tax 138,231.07
231000-20 Accrued VI Withholding Tax 21,308.52
232000-20 Accrued FICA / Medicare Tax 26,367.76
233000-20 Accrued VIESA Tax 6,184.00
239000-20 Accrued FUTA Tax 63,362.54

Total Current Liabilities 2,296,744.37

Long-Term Liabilities

Total Long-Term Liabilities 0.00

Total Liabilities 2,296,744.37

Capital
Net Income 794,040.89

Total Capital 794,040.89

Total Liabilities & Capital $ 3,090,785.26

Unaudited - For Management Purposes Only
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Page: 1 of 2
United Corporation

Income Statement - Plaza Extra STT
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

Year to Date
Revenues
Sales - Cash 13,948,147.76 44.62
Sales - Checks 1,984,244.19 6.35
Sales - WIC 1,485,009.69 4.75
Sales - Credit Cards 13,813,395.49 44.19
Other Inc Not GRT Taxable 25,108.23 0.08
Interest Income 1,032.67 0.00

Total Revenues 31,256,938.03 100.00

Cost of Sales
Cost of Goods Sold 21,018,992.82 67.25
Freight 1,253,241.79 4.01
Customs Broker 288,941.60 0.92
Freight Rebate (505,147.68) (1.62)

Total Cost of Sales 22,056,028.53 70.56

Gross Profit 9,200,909.50 29.44

Expenses
Auto Expense 9,344.77 0.03
Professional Fees 7,396.46 0.02
Hurricane Insurance 202,936.66 0.65
Legal 149,803.65 0.48
Maintenance & Repair 248,805.54 0.80
Trash Removal 45,147.00 0.14
Office Supplies 4,483.97 0.01
Advertising & Promotion 110,712.14 0.35
Telecheck Service Charge 17,860.23 0.06
Bank Service Charge 8,655.24 0.03
Visa / MC Service Charge 133,984.44 0.43
Licenses 3,324.59 0.01
Postage 1,807.54 0.01
Depreciation Expense 111,105.00 0.36
Rent - Tutu Park Mall 536,689.00 1.72
Rent - Employees 4,000.00 0.01
Security 51,476.95 0.16
Telephone 4,864.30 0.02
Electric 1,270,666.33 4.07
Gas & Diesel 70,636.81 0.23
Donations 1,346.24 0.00
Adult Education Assistance 2,474.00 0.01
Penalty 1,936.40 0.01
Travel 621.61 0.00
Meals 1,200.47 0.00
Gross Receipts Tax 1,308,303.60 4.19
Wages Expense - Cashier 2,361,728.16 7.56
Wages Expense - Bagger 4,189.03 0.01
Wages Expense - Supervisor 247,291.40 0.79
Officers' Salaries 1,063,903.86 3.40
Contract Labor 5,813.92 0.02
FICA / Medicare Tax 231,248.67 0.74
VIESA Tax 12,394.66 0.04
Pre-Tax CIGNA Empl Health Ins 122,831.35 0.39
Pre-Tax Life & AD & D 2,053.14 0.01
Workers' Compensation 14,838.25 0.05
FUTA Tax 27,133.56 0.09
Other Expenses 3,859.67 0.01

Confidential - For Internal Management Purposes Only
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United Corporation

Income Statement - Plaza Extra STT
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

Year to Date

Total Expenses 8,406,868.61 26.90

Net Income $ 794,040.89 2.54

Confidential - For Internal Management Purposes Only
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United Corporation

Balance Sheet - STX Shopping Center
December 31, 2012

ASSETS

Current Assets
104000-30 Scotia - Tenant $ 165,455.81
114500-30 Due from Stockholders 0.00
119900-30 Due from STT - Interco 0.00
120100-30 Due from STX - Interco 0.00
121000-30 Due from Peter's Farm 0.00
121400-30 Due from Royal Furniture 500,000.00
122100-30 A/R - United Shopping Plaza 135,446.40
125000-30 Allowance for Doubtful Account 0.00
131000-30 Prepaid Property/Hurricane Ins 18,419.71

Total Current Assets 819,321.92

Property and Equipment
149000-30 Land - Tenant 3,023,652.10
150000-30 Furniture & Fixtures 0.00
151000-30 Auto Equipment 101,355.00
155000-30 Building 3,357,243.00
160000-30 Accum Deprec - F&F 0.00
165000-30 Accum Depreciation (2,266,719.00)

Total Property and Equipment 4,215,531.10

Other Assets
190000-30 Investment - Laundromat 159,882.79
191000-30 Investment - Mattress Pal LLC 5,000,000.00

Total Other Assets 5,159,882.79

Total Assets $ 10,194,735.81

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL

Current Liabilities
205100-30 Security Deposts - USP $ 35,782.99
214500-30 Due to Stockholders 0.00
220000-30 Accrued Gross Receipts Tax 1,817.85
240200-30 A/P Intercompany - St. Thomas 0.00
242000-30 Accrued Property Tax 0.00

Total Current Liabilities 37,600.84

Long-Term Liabilities

Total Long-Term Liabilities 0.00

Total Liabilities 37,600.84

Capital
280000-30 Retained Earnings 0.00

Net Income 5,308,711.48

Total Capital 5,308,711.48

Total Liabilities & Capital $ 5,346,312.32

Unaudited - For Management Purposes Only
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Page: 1 of 1
United Corporation

Income Statement - STX Shopping Center
For the Twelve Months Ending December 31, 2012

Year to Date
Revenues
Rental Income 5,868,646.70 100.00

Total Revenues 5,868,646.70 100.00

Cost of Sales

Total Cost of Sales 0.00 0.00

Gross Profit 5,868,646.70 100.00

Expenses
Hurricane Insurance 63,896.03 1.09
Legal 136,957.32 2.33
Maintenance & Repair 152,600.81 2.60
Trash Removal 5,727.50 0.10
Office Supplies 14,675.13 0.25
Advertising & Promotion 408.50 0.01
Bank Service Charge 892.62 0.02
Returned Check Charge 135.00 0.00
Depreciation Expense 56,099.00 0.96
Electric 33,759.74 0.58
Gas & Diesel 84.11 0.00
Property Tax 54,196.94 0.92
Gross Receipts Tax 19,297.33 0.33
Contract Labor 21,205.19 0.36

Total Expenses 559,935.22 9.54

Net Income $ 5,308,711.48 90.46

For Management Purposes Only


	HAMED’S [RE-FILED] MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
	RE CLAIM H-142: HALF-ACRE ACCESS PARCEL AT TUTU
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	I. Introduction
	Hamed Claim H-142 concerns a 0.536 acre parcel near the Tutu Park Mall.0F  In granting partial summary judgment on January 14, 2020, the Master noted three central points, at 2-3:
	1. Hamed filed a written claim in 2016—that the parcel “belongs” to the Partnership:
	Hamed, in his accounting claims filed on October 17, 2016 (hereinafter “Hamed’s Accounting Claims”), included Hamed’s claim that the Half Acre in Estate Tutu belongs to the Partnership[1F ] and was incorrectly titled….
	2. But Yusuf made a contrary claim in his 2016 claims filing—that he got ownership in 2011:
	Yusuf had agreed to resolve this misappropriation but not any others that Yusuf might later discover, by the [2011] conveyance of Hamed's interest in two parcels, one in Jordan . . .and one half acre parcel in St, Thomas, previously titled in the name...
	3..The Master held that the parcel did become a partnership asset in 2008—and the
	Partnership, not Yusuf’s-United, was in title in 2008, pursuant to the ‘deed in lieu.’
	Thus, in what remains of H-142 the Master is called on to decide between these two specific, competing claims to this half-acre parcel—pursuant to Judge Brady’s order that he “direct and oversee the winding up of the Hamed-Yusuf Partnership.” As the C...
	Yusuf further explained his claim in his December 20th (“Prior”) Opposition at 3:
	As partial performance of this agreement, Hamed relinquished his interests to the property in Jordan on July 18, 2011. As to the Tutu Half-Acre, because the record title to it was already in the name of United, an entity solely owed by Yusuf and his f...
	Yusuf’s claim that the Master cannot hear this issue is based on his view that the parcel was “convey[ed]” to him during 2011 relies on his assertion that it was “transferred” and/or “relinquished” to him in 2011 pursuant to an oral contract for two p...
	But there was no actual transfer in 2011.
	b. The Threshold Problem—Before Even Reaching the Alleged Oral Contract—
	Thus, before getting to the whole issue of whether Mohammad Hamed orally agreed to a ‘two parcel’ contract in 2011, there is a major threshold problem—Yusuf’s entire position that the parcel was “not a partnership asset after 2011” relies on the predi...
	In Yusuf’s own sworn testimony before his deposition and claims filing here, he admitted that contemporaneously, in 2011, Hamed refused to go through with the actual, physical transfer of the parcel from the Partnership to Yusuf. Hamed would not sign ...
	When Responding Party [Yusuf] asked Waleed Hamed to proceed with the transfer of the Tutu Park property, it is at this point, several months later [in 2011] that Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed and Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to transfer not only ...
	Exhibit 2, Fathi Yusuf's Answers to Interrogatories, Hamed v. Yusuf, SX-12-CIV-377 at 9. It is hard to walk away from that. Moreover, Mohammad and Wally both testified to the same facts.
	The 2011 writing is also clear: It states “one parcel in Jordan.” No mention of Tutu at all.
	Equally damning under RUPA, which is based on what the partners intended, is that the very best evidence of what Hamed, as one partner “really” intended with regard to the alleged transfer of a partnership asset is: (1) what he said at the time, and ...
	The sad truth is that partnerships break up badly, and just before the end there can be a lot of this sort of maneuvering. There are many RUPA cases like this—in which one partner alleges the other partner “orally” agreed to cause the partnership to t...
	Moreover, although Randell argues that the January 2010 settlement agreement settled all property rights between him and Leisa, we find no error in the trial court's conclusion that it did not. Leisa testified that the parties had discussed settling t...
	Specifically, we affirm the trial court's determination that Leisa had an interest in the "Hay Rings," "Gates," "Post Hole Digger/Auger," "Sprayer," "Cattle Chute," "2-Three Ton Feeders," "6-Ton Feeder," and "4-Three Ton Feeders." The trial court awar...
	What happened in Reed is very similar to what happened here. The partnership was held to exist—implied under RUPA from a long, complex relationship. The disputed property was purchased with partnership funds well before the breakup. As the end neared,...
	1. As a matter of law, in the absence of a writing, the Master should not reach evidence purporting to show such a second, oral “two parcel” contract (a) discussed only in attempted settlement re-negotiations, (b) with another person, and (c) that con...
	2. Presumption under RUPA §204(c). But if the Master does get beyond those seven legal issues, and reaches a consideration of the evidence on the merits, he will crash into the impenetrable ambiguities presented by “he said-he said” and “multiple, dra...
	3. RUPA Partners’ intent as evaluated by “treatment.” And, finally, if there is sufficient evidence to decide one way or the other, and all of the other facts are not dispositive, Hamed must prevail because all of the evidence regarding the Partners’ ...
	c. Summary of Yusuf’s Challenge
	Yusuf is just one more partner seeking to claim transfer to him of partnership assets just before a breakup—via an oral, undocumented contract. This is exactly why RUPA §204(c) exists—rather than put all partnership property into a “he said, she said”...
	In this regard, there is no factual dispute that in their only face-to-face settlement negotiation, Hamed and Yusuf agreed to a contract for “one parcel” in Jordan. Yusuf gave a detailed description of both the negotiation and agreement in his 2014 de...
	Yusuf’s lawyers tendered that writing to Hamed. He executed it with no changes and returned it to them on the spot. They later faxed it to Yusuf with an invoice. Yusuf has said that the transfer was recorded. (While this fact cannot be reliably verifi...
	In the Prior Opposition Yusuf tries to make it sound like Hamed did transfer the property but that “there was no need for an additional writing because the deed was already in United’s name.” But this is a recent fabrication. There has never been a pr...
	Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to transfer not only the second property [Tutu], but also the third property requested as a set-off. . . .
	Exhibit 2, supra. at 9. Reading only Yusuf’s testimony, it is clear that this new version of events, that such a transfer took place in 2011 is absolutely not true.7F  The facts surrounding how the parcel was ‘treated’ by the partners confirms this. T...
	Thus, Yusuf is attempting to overcome all those real facts by suggesting that the written Agreement and the transfer of the one parcel in Jordan pursuant to that Agreement are “partial performance” of some larger deal. This is patently absurd. Again, ...
	II. Argument: Applicable Law and Application of that Law to the Facts
	Yusuf’s story presents seven threshold issues ‘at law’ and requires no additional facts:
	a. Legal Issue 1: This new Yusuf argument involves what both parties state was a settlement negotiation, and intermediate oral ‘agreements’ during such discussions are inadmissible and non-binding.
	Hamed incorporates his argument and the law as to Rule 408 in the Motion in Limine.
	Yusuf admits that the parties met to negotiate a compromise to a disputed claim. Despite this, he wants to create a contract out of what was discussed and re-discussed in those negotiations.
	Worse yet, what he really wants to admit into evidence is an alleged oral RENEGOTIATION of that oral settlement discussed with another person AFTER the initial negotiation ended. Further, he wants to admit an oral agreement that is different from what...
	b. Legal Issue 2: The parol evidence rule
	Here there is not just an alleged oral agreement between partners, there is a writing that Yusuf has told the Master is the “Agreement” that arose out of the settlement negotiations. Parol oral evidence cannot be admitted contradicting the writing tha...
	In other words, “a writing intended as the entire understanding of the parties is then subject to the parol evidence rule which precludes consideration of extrinsic evidence of a prior or contemporaneous agreement extending or altering the authority g...
	Jefferson v. Bay Isles Assocs., L.L.L.P., No. ST-09-CV-186, 2011 V.I. LEXIS 7, at *21-22 (Super. Ct. Feb. 1, 2011). There was no vague term in the Agreement on the land—specific land is stated, and the Tutu parcel is not mentioned. If the writing is a...
	Hamed's interest in another parcel that was purchased in Jordan using funds from the Plaza Extra Stores has already been conveyed to Yusuf as part of Hamed's efforts to appease Yusuf following his discovery of the misappropriation of $2,000,000. . .A ...
	See Exhibits 9 and 10, supra. So what Yusuf is trying to get away with is the argument that while the two men retained counsel, had a writing drafted and entered into it with regard to the Jordanian parcel; but, oddly, the parallel contract for the ha...
	c. Legal Issue 3: Yusuf is judicially estopped from arguing “alternative facts.”
	Hamed incorporates the factual recitation in his main motion, that Fathi Yusuf submitted statements and financials, under oath to the IRB and to this Court; that until 2015, the half-acre parcel was always on the books and financials of the Partnershi...
	The doctrines of judicial estoppel and judicial admission preclude a party from contradicting its previous position where there has been no change in the law, simply because his interests have changed. New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742 (2001). This...
	The U.S. Supreme Court has noted that this doctrine is not restricted to statements in prior cases but applies within a single case. (This is sometimes referred to as a judicial admission.) For an excellent discussion of this, see Intellivision v. Mic...
	Thus, "[j]udicial estoppel prevents a party from ‘playing fast and loose with the courts’," Scarano v. Central R. Co., 203 F.2d 510, 513 (3d Cir. 1953) (internal citation omitted.)
	d. Legal Issue 4: No “meeting of the minds” as to which parcels were involved.
	Even if RUPA 204(c) wasn’t creating a presumption in favor of this being Partnership property, a party asserting a contract has the burden to show there was a meeting of the minds. Thus, accepting every fact he has suggested as true and ignoring the i...
	The basic law of contract and the basic burden Yusuf bears are clear. Cornelius v. Bank of Nova Scotia, No. 2015-0058, 2017 V.I. Supreme LEXIS 50, at *21 (Aug. 8, 2017)(“a contract is only formed or modified to the extent there is mutual assent and m...
	Here, this court finds that Defendant is correct that there was no express contract created between the parties. The language of the 1997 memo does not expressly offer a promise of merit pay to Plaintiffs, there was no clear acceptance by Plaintiffs a...
	Here, there was “no clear acceptance of any offer.” In short, there is no offer and acceptance after the initial oral agreement as to the one parcel in Jordan—which Hamed did transfer to Yusuf—exactly as described in the writing. There is only Yusuf r...
	f. Legal Issue 5: Even if Yusuf thought he initially had an oral deal for two parcels, Yusuf repudiated and then breached that deal by subsequently demanding that the deal would only go through with 2 then 3 parcels.
	Yusuf describes the “ongoing” nature of the “negotiations” (i.e., his continually increasing demands) he makes it absolutely clear that Hamed signed and delivered the Agreement but that was not the end.
	As a result of these new discoveries of even more unauthorized transfer of funds by Plaintiff/Waleed Hamed, the Defendant informed Wally Hamed that it has to be three (3) properties to cover everything had found.
	Thus, Yusuf was still negotiating what was necessary for a release. Even if there were had been an original, oral two-parcel deal, this was an express repudiation by Yusuf—he says that he stated there would now be no release without a THIRD parcel. An...
	g. Legal Issue 6: There is a failure of consideration. Even if Yusuf thought he had an oral deal for two parcels, he cannot show facts that suggest he “paid” the full “purchase price” where he finally stated that he would not provide a release absent ...
	This relies on the same facts as subparagraph “f” above. Yusuf’s saying “we have a deal” is no deal at all if he conditioned the release on additional parcels. Consideration was never given if it was conditioned on “more performance” to get it.
	h. Legal Issue 7: The RUPA issues: Burden and “Treatment”
	i. Burden: The Presumption that the Parcel is Partnership Property
	First, as set forth above, RUPA §204(c) creates a mandatory presumption that because the Partnership supplied the funds from its “d/b/a Plaza Extra account” it is the owner. Thus, Yusuf must overcome the rebuttable presumption that property is partner...
	Once this presumption is triggered and the burden shifts, RUPA jurisdictions considering the resulting burden have looked to several factors—but in all cases, the single question that all of these factors are reviewed to answer is: “What did the Part...
	In determining whether a party has rebutted the presumption, no single factor or combination of factors is dispositive. Ultimately, the partners' intentions control…
	* * * *
	The use of partnership funds in the purchase and the other evidence suggest that Opal owns [it] in name only….Once we acquire equity jurisdiction, we can adjudicate all matters properly presented and grant complete relief….
	Obviously, the first and very best evidence of the Partner’s intent is their own testimony on what they intended in 2011—Yusuf conceded that in the Prior Opposition. Hamed never intended to transfer the half-acre parcel.
	ii. Intent Gauged by Acts in RUPA: How the Parties “Treated” it after 2012
	If the Master must move to the next step, to consider what happened, what the Partners intended,9F  from how the Partners “treated” the property in and after 2011. White, supra.
	The 1992 deed lists the grantees as Charles W. White and Charles T. White, as tenants in common [not the partnership]. At trial, the testimony revealed that all of these properties were treated as partnership property, that they were purchased with pa...
	Again, there is no dispute. Not only did the rents from this parcel still go into Partnership’s account after 2011,10F  but the parcel was still carried on the Partnership’s books as Partnership property from after the 2008 Deed11F  until 2015—when Y...
	For example, the 2013 Balance Sheet was provided to the BIR for tax purposes. In his opposition to Yusuf’s motion to strike this claim, Hamed submitted this to show the parcel was carried on the Partnership’s books, not Yusuf’s-United’s books. There, ...
	Fortunately, exactly what “land” is being referred to as being a $330,000 Partnership asset can be seen in Exhibit 15, from the 2010 Plaza Extra Trial Balance Report (run Sept. 8, 2011). It lists the land as this parcel, “2 4 Rem, Est Ch”—for the same...
	Yusuf submits that the Land has erroneously been carried on the balance sheet of the Partnership, (Emphasis added.)
	Thus, after 2008 the parcel was moved from Plessen’s books to the Plaza Extra Partnership’s books and stayed there long after 2011. Yusuf now says that while it is true that both the rent deposits and accounting entries all originally reflected that t...
	III. Conclusion
	There are no disputes as to any of the material facts here. There is no dispositive fact which requires testimony. As a matter of law, there is no contract and no transfer of the parcel.
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	EXHIBIT A
	Hamed’s Statement
	of Material Facts Not in Dispute
	1. The USVI GIS photosurvey below is an accurately annotated enlargement from the official online database which shows the location of this 0.536 acre parcel Yusuf calls the “entrance” parcel, in relation to the 9.438 acre parcel that Fathi Yusuf call...
	2. Yusuf admitted in his Prior Opposition that that the Hamed/Yusuf-owned (Plaza Extra) Partnership directly paid the seller the full $330,000 price for the parcel ”by using income from the Plaza Extra stores,“ and that the funds were paid to the sell...
	3. In the Prior Opposition and in his 2014 deposition Yusuf admitted that the Partners’ intended the parcel to be jointly owned by them 50/50. Prior Opposition at 16, 6.
	4. In his Prior Opposition, Yusuf admitted when the land was purchased, its intended use was as a Supermarket development for the Partnership. Also that in 2006 the Partners made an initial application to build the new Tutu Plaza Extra Supermarket on ...
	5. He also admitted that in 2007 this ‘Site Plan’ was submitted to the Senate, to add a mandatory “entrance”—for the second hearing regarding a Tutu Plaza Extra Supermarket, as the project would not be approved without access.15F  Prior Opposition at ...
	6. Judgment has been entered that in 2008 the Partnership recovered record title to the parcel in 2008 pursuant to a deed in lieu of foreclosure. Order of January 14, 2020.
	7. A year and six months later, on February 26, 2010, the Hameds and Yusufs entered into a criminal plea agreement. Because of that, $42 million in cash was about to become available for the first time in 8 years, along with mutually owned lands. See ...
	8. Thereafter, in 2010, Yusuf began to claim Hamed owed him millions, and demanded Hamed’s half interest in parcels of land. See citations to the record in  10-16 below.
	9. Fathi Yusuf and Mohammad Hamed gave very similar deposition testimonies about what happened regarding the 2010 in-person negotiation and 2011 writing that underlie Yusuf’s position here. Compare Yusuf testimony with Hamed testimony.  10-16 below.
	10. Fathi Yusuf’s deposition of April 2, 2014, provides the following at 77-79. Exhibit 8.
	Q. [By Joel Holt] You know, I asked a question, but I asked it wrong, but didn't there come a time when you and Mohammad Hamed sat down within the last year and a half and tried to resolve things by—he talked about it a little bit in his deposition a...
	A. [By Fathi Yusuf] Much more than a year and a half.
	Q. Can you tell me about that?
	A. Can you come up with question, or you want to come up with a story?
	Q. I can—I actually like the way you tell the story, but I'll tell you what I've—what I've heard, and then you can correct what I've heard. That the two of you met to try to resolve all the differences between you and yourself, the Hamed family, and ...
	A. Yes.
	Q. And that he offered two or three properties, and you agreed to take one or something like that. And, you know, I never really quite -
	A. I can comment on that.
	Q. Okay. Please.
	A. I—we met, and after I tell him my story of what I know at that time, he say, What do you want? I say, I'll take two property for what I discover so far. He say, Which? I give him the description of the property, one in Jordan and one at Tutu Park....
	11. Thus, Fathi admitted that by the end of the only in-person negotiation with Mohammad, he agreed to a “one parcel” settlement contract—with just the Jordanian parcel, stating ”one is enough.” He then went on to describe what happened after the meet...
	[Id. begin page 79] So I went to the store, I take a look, and I analyze the bank statement of what he was saying. I say, Man, after that, this man would not even tell me the truth, unfortunate? So immediately I told Wally, Do me a favor, Wally. You w...
	Q. Okay. You done?
	A. Done.
	12. Thus, in 2014, Yusuf testified in deposition that there was an initial “one parcel” agreement for the Jordanian parcel in the face-to-face meeting and the meeting then ended. He testified he subsequently asked Wally to ‘tell’ his father about an a...
	13. But Yusuf made a HUGE error between that first negotiation and his subsequent demands over the next few days and then months. He has testified that he started trying to justify more parcels by stating to Wally that he knew there were additional ac...
	Yusuf had agreed to resolve this misappropriation, but not any others that Yusuf might later discover, by the conveyance of Hamed's interest in two parcels, one in Jordan that is the subject of Exhibit N, and one half acre parcel in St. Thomas, previo...
	Or, as Mohammad Hamed stated at 148-149 of his deposition:
	Mr. Fathi had asked for two pieces of property. He [Hamed] had agreed to that. Mr. Fathi had then said one is enough, and then again changed his mind and said, No, he wants the two. And I understood that then he also asked for a third piece of propert...
	14. That’s why Fathi did NOT and could not testify that the renegotiation for the second parcel, after that in-person negotiation ended, was accepted. Only that he told Wally to tell Mohammad. To the contrary, Yusuf himself testified that the Hameds f...
	15. Mohammad Hamed’s deposition testimony about the identical “one parcel” settlement discussion in the in-person negotiation, contract and eventual writing, two days before Yusuf’s testimony, is substantially in agreement with Yusuf’s rendition. Exhi...
	Q. (Mr. Hodges) Mr. Hamed, given the 25-plus years that your—you and Mr. Yusuf have—have worked together in the store, why haven't you taken the time to make sure you understand what the facts are with respect to this
	$2.7 million dispute?
	MR. HARTMANN: Object as to form. Object, argumentative.
	A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Work, work, work, work, day and night.
	THE INTERPRETER: Okay. I can only translate or interpret what he said. He's saying—he said that they come from the same area, they are farmers, and that, you know, he was responsible for bringing them here. When they arrived here, they came to his hom...
	Q. (Mr. Hodges) In the past two years, isn't that right?
	A. (Speaking in Arabic.) Okay. Go ahead.
	THE INTERPRETER: He said, I begged him to sit and—and—and—so we can finish this, and in Jordan, we—we—we, in my house, we met, and I was giving him—(speaking in Arabic). He asked for two pieces of --
	A. Just one I want.
	THE INTERPRETER: —he [Yusuf] had asked for two pieces of property in Jordan. He {Hamed] told him [Yusuf], I'd sign for—for them, no problem. Later, he came—meaning Mr. Fathi Yusuf—and told him [Hamed], You've kicked me in my stomach. It's a term of, ...
	16. Also identical is Hamed’s next, immediately following line of testimony, that AFTER the in-person settlement negotiation was over, beginning the next day Yusuf spoke to Wally about “asking” to renegotiate to add the second parcel—the half acre in ...
	Next day, he came back and asked for the other piece of property.
	17. In two different sworn submissions, Yusuf has admitted that after the verbal agreement for one parcel, he instituted several additional renegotiation attempts for “two parcels” which would have been the Tutu half acre, and then a third parcels. He...
	a. Yusuf Claims filing at 13, Exhibit 2, supra.
	[In 2011] Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would have to arrange for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 acre parcel located on St. Thom...
	b. Yusuf Interrogatory Response 377. Exhibit 1, supra.:
	When Responding Party [Yusuf] asked Waleed Hamed to proceed with the transfer of the Tutu Park property, it is at this point, several months later, that Plaintiff Waleed "Wally" Hamed and Plaintiff Mohammed Hamed refused to transfer not only the secon...
	18. The admission in the 377 interrogatory was made BEFORE the 2014 depositions, and the claims filing admission is from 2016—yet in the Prior Opposition, Yusuf attempts to make all of these additional renegotiations just “go away” in the same way he ...
	The description in Yusuf’s Initial Accounting Claims inadvertently misstates the 9.3 acre to be considered a third property.
	19. Yusuf’s testimony makes it clear that multiple attempts to increase this to two (and perhaps three) parcels failed because he told the Hameds starting the NEXT DAY, that he was trying to get this “extra” land in compensation for “other claims” he ...
	Yusuf insisted that if Hamed wanted a resolution addressing all Hamed misappropriations, whether known or unknown, Hamed would have to arrange for the conveyance to Yusuf or United of another approximately 9.3 acre parcel located on St. Thomas also ti...
	20. Affidavit of Mohammad Hannun, April 21, 2014, (Ex. 4) he describes an identical incident in the subsequent (post August 2011) efforts to again settle this—where the Hameds actually did agree to a second parcel in return for the dropping of ALL suc...
	before 24 hours past, Mr. Yusuf called and asked, if I find anything else, can he ask for it, and I said no the agreement covers everything, even what he doesn't know about right now, and Mr. Yusuf said no, that the agreement was for what he knew now,...
	And at 21, yet another incident in these mediations—with the identical result:
	Finally, at one the last meetings, Mr. Yusuf said that if the Hameds transferred a third piece of property that would settle everything about the unauthorized monies, whatever he knows and he would not do any more searching for monies he did not know ...
	21. In fact, the negotiations never really stopped, and Fathi Yusuf testified that by the end of 2011, at yet another renegotiation meeting was held—and again there was no written agreement for additional parcels. See Answers to Plaintiff Waleed "Wall...
	18. Do you dispute that a meeting was held in or around December 2011 in order to try and resolve the disputes between the parties, if not, who was present, the date of the meeting, the substance of what was discussed, whether an investigation was und...
	RESPONSE No. 18: [Yusuf] objects to the form of the question. . . Notwithstanding the above objection, [Yusuf] believes that this Interrogatory is referring to a meeting that was held on the day before Christmas. For Attendees see Defendant's Response...
	22. It is undisputed on the documents of record in this motion that in late 2010 and early 2011, the sole written Agreement that came out of the negotiation was drafted by counsel retained, paid for, and directed completely by Fathi Yusuf. See invoice...
	23. That Agreement was signed on July 8, 2011. See Agreement, supra., Exhibit 10.
	24. The Agreement recites both Hamed’s consideration (shares in the parcel) and Yusuf’s (“I received the price of my share in the mentioned land from Mr. Fathi Yusuf Mohamad Yusuf”—both men testified that the “price” Hamed received was the release of ...
	25. It is also undisputed that Yusuf’s legal counsel faxed that signed Agreement along with a bill in November 2011. Supra, Exhibit 12.
	26. It is also a matter of the undisputed factual record that there are no subsequent writings or financial records which ever even mention any second agreement as to the Tutu parcel. It is not mentioned in any deed, document, communication, writing o...
	27. No document or other evidence reflects that any deed or other writing contrary to the 2008 Deed has ever been executed or recorded. Declaration. Id.
	28. No document or other evidence reflects that any counsel was ever retained by Yusuf or Hamed as to the half-acre parcel. See Declaration. Id.
	29. To the contrary, in the Prior Opposition, Yusuf does not dispute that the books and financials of the Partnership, submitted both to this Court and to the IRB by Yusuf, continued to reflect the original status of the half-acre parcel as being Part...
	30. Yusuf also does not dispute that those 2013 financials, identifying the parcel as Partnership property were submitted by Yusuf as the correct Partnership accounting—to this Court, the BIR and the federal court. Prior Opposition at 11-12.
	31. From that point on Yusuf repeatedly stated publicly and in court filings, verbally and under oath (1) that there never had been a partnership, (2) that neither he nor Hamed ever referred to themselves as partners, (3) that Hamed was an illiterate ...
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	EXHIBIT 14 -- DECLARATION
	1. The undersigned is an attorney admitted to the practice of law in the USVI, Bar No. 48.
	2. This Declaration is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge, and is made under oath.
	3. The statements herein are provided in support Hamed’s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment.
	4. The attached document was supplied to counsel by Waheed (“Wally”) Hamed at the request of counsel as a true and authentic copy, as follows:
	5. Hamed stated that in response to counsel’s requests for documents related to this the intended use of this parcel for this motion, he recalled and reviewed the legislative Act re-zoning the major parcel discussed herein to commercial use.
	6. Hamed stated that the second application for re-zoning included documents supplied to the Senate which showed the subject parcel as an entrance, as testified to by Fathi Yusuf, such as the Site Plan submitted to show the planned premises.
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	5. Hamed stated that in response to counsel’s requests for documents related to this the intended use of this parcel for this motion, he recalled and reviewed the legislative Act re-zoning the major parcel discussed herein to commercial use.
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